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MASCULINIZATION OF POSTMENOPAUSAL FEMALE CRANIA: FACT OR 
FICTION? 
GRETA MARIE ZINDEL 
ABSTRACT 
 The use of the Daubert Standard in court proceedings has highlighted the need to 
substantiate scientific findings or claims beyond simply accepting the word of a respected 
expert. The concept of postmenopausal masculinization of the skull in female crania falls 
into this category. Dr. Walker references this concept in several articles but there is no 
research to support this hypothesis. This project examines the theory of postmenopausal 
masculinization of female crania from several perspectives, using the visual sex 
estimation method set forth in Standards for Data Collection from Human Skeletal 
Remains edited by Jane E. Buikstra and Douglas H Ubelaker, photographic seriation of 
these sex estimation traits, and metric measurements in conjunction with Fordisc 3.1. A 
sample of 395 crania from the Hamann-Todd Collection at the Cleveland Museum of 
Natural History was analyzed using all three of these methods to determine if there was a 
pattern of masculinization in the postmenopausal female sample. The average age for the 
onset of menopause in the United States is 50, thus there should be an increase in 
“masculinization” observable through more rugged sex estimation traits, a higher number 
of females 50 or over being found below the midpoint in photographic seriations of sex 
estimation traits, and an increase in Fordisc 3.1 sex identification misclassifications in 
females in this age category. The results of the analyses revealed that there were 
statistically significant differences between ancestry groups, the sexes, and in some cases, 
  vi 
age-groups. The results of this research indicate that though there are some differences 
between comparison groups, there does not appear to be a cohesive pattern of 
masculinization in female crania at or after the average age of onset of menopause. 
Human variation is endless, and even in areas of the skeleton for which it has been 
established that there is a significant degree of sexual dimorphism, there will be 
individuals who do not fit neatly into a binary conception of sexual divergence. Though 
these individuals may be misidentified as the opposite sex using one or all of the methods 
utilized in this project, this falls short of being classified as a part of the menopausal 
process in females. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 The theory that female crania develop more masculine characteristics after the 
onset of menopause is an idea that seems to have been viewed as fact in the 
anthropological field even though there is no extant empirical evidence to offer up as 
proof. With the advent of the Daubert standard in 1993, the word of an expert is no 
longer the paradigm by which the validity of evidence is judged. Instead, there must be 
scientific research to substantiate expert testimony. This means that cranial 
masculinization needs to be scientifically justified before it can truly be considered a fact, 
if, indeed, it is. In this research project, a mixed sample of 395 crania from Black males 
and females and White males and females, ages 20-105, from the Hamann-Todd 
Collection, were systematically examined using the visual method set forth in in 
Standards for Data Collection from Human Skeletal Remains for estimating sex from the 
skull. Essentially, all of the crania were assigned a score for each of five characteristics: 
the ruggedness of the nuchal crest, the size of the mastoid process, the relative 
“sharpness” of the supra-orbital margin, the prominence of the glabella, and the 
prominence of the mental eminence (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994). This method is one of 
the most commonly used non-metric techniques for estimating sex from the crania of 
Americans of European descent (Koningsberg and Hens 1998). A female subset 
(including both Black and White females) of the 395 total cranial sample, consisting of 
123 individuals was evaluated using a series of 30 metric measurements which were then 
analyzed using the Fordisc 3.1 software program which utilizes discriminant function 
analysis to estimate sex and ancestry. Additionally, photographs were taken of each of 
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the 395 skulls with anterior, posterior, and lateral views. These photographs were then 
used to create a graduated series of each trait. The seriations were then analyzed to see 
whether there was any correlation between age and the size and/or robustness of the 
traits. 
The concept of female cranial masculinization can be traced back to statements 
made by Philip L. Walker in “Problems of Preservation and Sexism in Sexing: Some 
Lessons from Historical Collections for Paleodemographers,” a chapter he authored in 
Grave Reflections, Portraying the Past Through Cemetery Studies, published in 1995. 
Walker states: “My research on historical collections suggests that the development of 
‘male’ cranial features in post-menopausal females also contributes to this apparent 
excess of males in skeletal collections (pg. 36).” However, there does not seem to be any 
research conducted by Philip L. Walker or anyone else to substantiate this claim, thus, it 
must be concluded that this statement was based upon his years of observations and 
fieldwork. While the experience of a seasoned practitioner of physical anthropology does 
carry some weight, it is not absolute proof of this phenomenon.  
Inherent differences between the sexes allow anthropologists to differentiate 
between male and female skeletal elements. The larger muscle attachment sites observed 
on male crania are a major factor in this size difference- the skulls and mandibles need to 
be larger and more robust to support this increased musculature (Walker 2008). Despite 
considerable overlap, the concept that males are skeletally different enough from females 
that the two groups can be differentiated, nonetheless forms the basis of all extant sexing 
techniques. It is true that there will be some individuals who fall closely enough to the 
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sectioning points that they are scored as being of indeterminate sex, but judging from the 
statistic of 77% to 90% accuracy in sexing skulls using these methods (Loth and 
Henneberg 1996), the majority of specimens can be categorized. 
 Determining the sex of an unidentified individual is one of the key components of 
the biological profile created by the forensic anthropologist in order to assist in 
identifying remains. In some cases, only the skull is recovered or preservation issues have 
rendered it the best option for sex estimation. Therefore, if post-menopausal women do 
exhibit more masculine traits in their cranial morphology, this would be important 
information to take into account when attempting to determine sex. The caveat is, that 
determining an adult’s age from only the skull is unreliable at best. In the case of juvenile 
remains, age can often be pinpointed to within a few years through the use of established 
dental eruption sequences (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994), but in adults the only options 
are degree of suture closure or dental wear, which are not always accurate enough to be 
of any practical help. In a study conducted on 213 skulls, excavated from a cemetery, 
using the degree of suture closure as the method for estimating age yielded results of 
“over 50%” accuracy. It was also found that at ages over 20, accuracy was diminished, 
and at ages over 45, decreased even more (Johnson 1976). Wolff et al. 2012, achieved 
similar results using a Hungarian population. Determining a person’s age may be 
incredibly important in determining their sex; if one does not know if an unidentified 
person is over 45 then considering the possibility of female masculinization becomes a 
matter of guesswork. However, if this phenomenon can be proven to exist, it could help 
to avoid potential confusion and mistakes.  
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  “The Herring Case” is an apt example of an instance where an unidentified set of 
remains exhibited characteristics which were both masculine and feminine. In September 
of 1990, skeletal remains were discovered in the woods in Richmond County, Georgia. 
After three years in storage, the remains were transferred into the custody of forensic 
anthropologist, Karen Ramey Burns. Burns first examined the dentition, where she found 
that the decedent had only eleven of the original 32 teeth. Next, she looked at the objects 
and non-osteological items found with the body: women’s clothing, a hospital 
identification bracelet (too faded and weathered to be read), and hanks of wavy grey hair 
3-4 inches long.   
Age was estimated using the degree of bone fusion of the medial epiphysis of the 
clavicle (ages 18 to 23 or over), fusion of the iliac crest (ages 14-22), the pubic 
symphysis (ages 28 to 87), the state of the sternal rib ends (over age 59.2), and the 
auricular surface (undetermined). Sex was estimated using both pelvic and cranial 
morphology. The examination of the pelvis revealed a middle-width sciatic notch, a 
“slight” pre-auricular sulcus, the auricular surface was elevated but not extended, the 
pubic portion of the os coxa was not elongated, the ventral arc and subpubic concavity 
were minimal, and the subpubic angle was more typical of a male. The skull (figure 1.) 
also revealed a mixture of male and female characteristics; the supraorbital boarder was 
rounded and a bit of a supraorbital ridge was observable, the frontal bone was double 
bossed, the mastoid processes were fairly large, the cranial base was rugged, and there 
was a nuchal ridge, but not a nuchal crest. The mandible was pointed like a female’s but 
the gonial angle was flared like a male’s. With all of this contradictory information, the 
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hospital bracelets found with the remains were sent to a “questioned documents 
examiner” in order to determine if they could be of any additional help. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Anterior View of the Herring Skull from: Burns K R. 2003. The Herring 
Case- An Outlier. In: Hard Evidence: Case Studies in Forensic Anthropology. In: 
Wolfe Steadman D, editor. New Jersey: Pearson Education Inc. p. 31-45. 
 
The examiner used an alternate light source to reveal the name “June Herring” on 
some of the bracelets. Once the name was recovered, a positive identification was made 
using radiographs of the various fractures listed in her medical records. The records also 
showed that Ms. Herring was a 68 or 69 year-old homeless woman who was between 
5’3” and 5’5” and was of European descent. Being in her late 60’s June Herring was most 
likely post-menopausal, and according to the report she does exhibit numerous cranial 
traits which could be classified as masculine. The question is: is this a result of post-
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menopausal cranial masculinization, or is she closer to the male end of the spectrum 
simply because of her genetic make-up and/or environmental conditions?  
A cast of June Herring’s skull was manufactured by Bone Clones (BC-197) as a 
“human masculinized female skull.” The osteology report included with the skull listed 
the nuchal lines, the mastoid processes, the temporal lines, the supraorbital tori, the 
masseteric tuberosities of the mandible, the prominent gonion angles, and the 
supramastoid crest as appearing to be male (Matshes 2008). Because the forensic 
anthropologist was able to determine that these were likely the remains of an older 
individual, this is a perfect example of the need to determine whether or not the 
masculinization of female crania is a verifiable phenomenon. If there is no evidence to 
support this, then the Herring case may be just what the title of this chapter implies, “an 
outlier”. However, if older female skulls do show a marked masculinization it could 
change the way practitioners approach the remains of the elderly and it could lead to 
more research into how to differentiate the crania of males from those of post-
menopausal females
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
Sex Estimation Research 
Interest in the sexual dimorphism of the human skull has been a focus of physical 
anthropology since its inception. In 1919, Keen and Parsons examined the sexual 
differences between male and female crania, and found that males had larger frontal 
sinuses, wider zygomatics, and wider palates than females. Just a year later, Hrdlicka 
wrote that the following characteristics/bones were important for estimating sex from 
skulls: the degree of development of the supraorbital ridges, the size of the mastoid 
processes, the size of the zygomatics, the prominence of the occipital crest, the size and 
shape of the mandible, and the size of the base of the skull (Hrdlicka 1920). In another 
study, the female skull was described as more “infantile” and as having a steeper, wider, 
frontal bone. Skulls of males were described as having more powerful “masticatory 
apparatuses,” larger mastoid processes, more muscle attachments, greater face 
measurements, and to be generally larger and more robust (Keen 1950). 
In 2008 Philip L. Walker tested the accuracy of the five-trait method advocated in 
Buikstra and Ubelaker’s Standards for Data Collection from Human Skeletal Remains. 
The method consists of a chart illustrating the five most sexually dimorphic cranial traits 
(nuchal crest, mastoid process, surpraorbital margin, glabella, and mental eminence) at 
each score in a 1 to 5 scale. Each trait is assessed as 1: “female”, 2: “probable female”, 3: 
“indeterminate”, 4: “probable male”, and 5: “male”. It is possible to score “female” or 
“probable female” for some traits and “male” or “probable male” for others; generally, 
sex is assigned based upon which sex is ascribed the greater number of scores (figure 2).  
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Figure 2. Scoring System for Sexually Dimorphic Cranial Feature from: Buikstra J 
E, and Ubelaker D H. 1994. Standards for Data Collection from Human Skeletal 
Remains. Fayetteville AR: Arkansas Archeological Survey Research Series No.44. 
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The data collected showed that there was actually a negative observer bias for 
every trait except for glabella; meaning that observers tended to assign scores that were 
more “feminine” than “masculine”. Additionally, “These tests indicate that for most traits 
there is considerable interobserver scoring agreement. Even students with no previous 
osteological experience were able consistently to assign scores that agreed with those of 
very experienced osteologists (pg. 45).” Using a univariate statistical analysis, each trait 
was found, on an individual basis, to have a range of accuracy from 69% to 83%, with the 
mastoid process and the glabellar region proving to be the most reliable, and the nuchal 
area and the orbital margin proving to be the least reliable. For three of the traits, the 
glabellar region, the orbital margin, and the mastoid process the rate of misclassification 
was lower for males, but for the nuchal crest and the mental eminence, the 
misclassification rate was lower for females (Walker 2008).  
This rate is within the expected range of accuracy for experienced osteologists 
(though presumably the use of all five traits together is more accurate than any one): 
Krogman was reported to have claimed to be able to correctly sex 82% to 87% of the 750 
crania from the Todd collection, while Stewart reported a rate of 77% correct 
classification (Giles and Elliot 1963). An experiment similar to that conducted by Walker 
was conducted using 232 crania of Finnish origin, but instead of using visually assessed 
traits the author utilized a suite of eight measurements (maximum width, maximum bi-
zygomatic diameter, glabello-occipital length, basion-bregma height, basion-prosthion, 
basion-nasion, prosthion-nasion height, and nasal breadth). For all of the measurements 
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the male crania were larger than those of the females, and with the use of discriminant 
function analysis it was determined that there was a 79.4% rate of accuracy for males and 
a rate of 79.1% accuracy for females (Kajanoja 1966). A more recent study of 74 adult 
crania attempted to determine whether univariate analysis or multivariate analysis 
delivers better results in sex estimation. Of the 40 male crania, 36 were sexed correctly, 
and of 34 female crania, 29 were sexed correctly. The total percentage of correctly sexed 
crania was 90% for males and 82.29% for females, for a total of 87.84% correctly sexed 
overall. Using univariate analysis, only 32.41% of skulls were correctly classified, but 
when using multivariate analysis, 87.84% of skulls were accurately categorized. 
(Deshmukh and Devershi 2006). 
Linear discriminant function analysis remains a commonly used method for 
estimating sex. However, as multiple studies have shown, even statistical methods must 
be calibrated to the population undergoing analysis; Koningsberg et al (2009) state: race 
and sex are “inextricably linked within forensic anthropology (pg. 77).” Patil and Mody 
(2005) used a sample of 150 lateral cephalographs to examine the accuracy of linear 
discriminant function analysis in an Indian population. The radiographs were traced and 
landmarks were demarcated on the tracing. The distance between landmarks was 
calculated and differences between males and females were compared; males were larger 
in all dimensions. Using these size differences, the study achieved an accuracy rate of 
99% in sex estimation. A similar study examining the crania of Black South Africans also 
found that males were larger than females for all measurements except orbital height. 
Using the most statistically significant measurements, an accuracy level of 85% was 
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reached (Dayal et al. 2008). This method was also tested on a Taiwanese sample of 50 
males and 50 females. Somewhat contrary to the other studies, the results indicated that: 
“mean male values for all angular measurements were smaller than female values, but 
mean male values for all linear measurements and proportional measurements were larger 
than female values (pg. 793).” When all eighteen of the measurements/variables were 
used, the study achieved a sex estimation accuracy of 100% (Hsiao et al. 1996).  
Though it is generally believed that sex estimation must be population-specific, 
Bigoni et al. (2010), state that methods should be reliable across all populations and that 
increased globalization has diluted the effectiveness of the population-specific approach. 
To create a universally applicable sex estimation method, they used a technologically 
advanced technique using three-dimensional geometric morphometric analysis. This 
allowed for an in-depth analysis of seven regions of the skull: the neurocranium, cranial 
base, midsagittal curve of the vault, upper face, orbital region, nasal region, and palatial 
region, using 82 ecto-cranial landmarks. The results of the analysis of the midsagittal 
curve and the neurocranium garnered a rate of 99% accurate sex estimation, the upper 
face was 100% accurate, the orbital region was 74% accurate, the shape of the nasal 
region was 77% accurate, and the shape of the palate was 70% accurate. These results 
indicate that an approach which examines regions of the skull rather than the skull as a 
whole may be more accurate in estimating sex.  
In another study, using a geometric morphometric approach, Green and Curnoe 
2009, take the opposite view and state the importance of population variance in sex 
estimation methods. Utilizing a sample of 144 crania from Myanmar, Laos, Vietnam, 
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Thailand, Cambodia, the Philippines, and Indonesia, each skull was digitized and a 
permutation test was used to analyze the data. The results showed that there were 
significant shape differences between males and females. Additionally, females were 
found have broader superior vaults, narrower breadths posterior to the orbits, and 
narrower zygomatics. Males were found to have longer mastoid processes, more 
projecting glabellar regions, more projecting alveolar regions, and larger and more 
rounded cranial vaults. In order to analyze the digitized skull, discriminant function 
analysis was used, and an accuracy rate of 77.1% was achieved for sex estimation. When 
centroid size was taken into account (so that only the shape variable was considered), the 
accuracy rate jumped to 86.8%. 
Fatah et al. (2014) used CT scans of 222 crania from the Bass Collection and 
cranial landmarks were located on the scans and for each point, measureable properties 
were computed and a statistical atlas was created and analyzed using global and local 
models. The results indicated that size accounted for 35% of variation in males 41% of 
the variation in females; males were significantly larger than females in all measurements 
except for nasion-supraglabella and the vaults of males were thicker in all areas. 
However, the majority of angular measurements were more obtuse in females than in 
males. The models used achieved 97.3% accuracy in sex estimation. 
The five traits recommended for estimating sex from crania, listed in the 
Standards manual, are perhaps the best known characteristics which can be used for this 
purpose, but by no means is this the only method. The Standards manual was published 
in 1994, but there are two more recent studies which build upon the use of these five 
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traits. Williams and Rogers (2006) use the size and architecture of the skull, the shape of 
the forehead, the size of the frontal eminences, the relative “sharpness” of the 
supraorbital ridges, the shape of the orbits, the shape of the nasal aperture, the size of the 
nasals, the orientation of the malars (zygomatics), the length of the zygomatics, the size 
of the parietal eminences, the size of the mastoids, the ruggedness of the occipital, the 
size of the occipital condyles, the shape of the palate, the size of the teeth, and five 
separate characteristics of the mandible. The results of this research indicated that when 
using the entire list of traits to evaluate each skull they achieved 96% accuracy. However, 
when using the six most accurate traits the total accuracy dropped by only 2%, still 
achieving a 94% accuracy level.  
In their study, Walrath, Turner, and Bruzek (2004) used the same format as the 
Standards manual, including diagrams of glabella, the mastoid process, external occipital 
protuberance, and orbital form. They also included written instructions for examining the 
nuchal plane, the zygomatic process of the temporal, the superciliary arches, the frontal 
and parietal eminences, the zygomatics, and the frontal profile, for a total of ten 
characteristics. This research was not so much directed at creating an entirely new 
method of sex estimation, but at determining what factors are important in making 
existing methods both accurate and replicable. It was found that that number of traits was 
not the most important factor, rather, it was the clarity of the definitions that had the 
biggest effect on the accuracy of the sex estimations. Even so, there was a marked 
tendency towards “masculinization” or “feminization” depending upon the bias of the 
observer.  
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In research into the applicability of one method for multiple ancestry groups, 321 
skulls from the Terry Collection were each evaluated using 72 discrete traits. This study 
concentrated on determining if visual traits can be reliable enough to consistently 
estimate the correct sex, however, there was an age cap of 65 years imposed upon the 
sample. It was found that there was actually more of a difference between ancestry 
groups (Caucasian and African American) than there was between males and females. 
The largest difference was observed to be between Black males and White females. In the 
Black group, only 9 of the 72 traits used were found to show any degree of sexual 
dimorphism, while in the White group, 19 traits were sexually dimorphic. Those traits 
which showed the greatest degree of sexual difference among Blacks were the mastoid 
foramen and bifurcated condyles; among Whites the frontal grooves, palatine torus, and 
accessory mylohyoid foramen exhibited the most sexual dimorphism. Of age-related 
changes in these groups, genial tubercles, trochlear spurs, inion salience, mastoid 
foramen, pterygoid foramen, and postcondylar canals revealed the greatest effects of 
aging. Additionally, Black females were shown to exhibit greater age-related changes 
than any other group (Corruccini 1974).  
Birkby (1966) conducted a study of ancestry and sex estimation from metric 
cranial measurements using a study sample of 104 adult Native American skulls each 
evaluated for eight measurements. Many of the crania were culturally-modified, and the 
author wished to determine if sex estimation by visual assessment or by metric 
measurement would still be accurate in these cases. The results indicated that the 
accuracy of the metric assessment was not affected by the modification, and the visual 
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assessment faired just as well. However, females with modified crania were significantly 
more likely to be misclassified than their male counterparts. Modification was also found 
to cause Native Americans to be misclassified as White more frequently than occurred 
with skulls which were not modified (Birkby 1966).In a 1963 study of the sexual 
dimorphism of a sample of Australian Aboriginal crania, it also proved to be the female 
skulls which were, by far, the most frequently misidentified as the opposite sex (Larnach 
and Freedman 1963).  
In Walker’s study, the data showed that even among his modern White samples, 
differences in the degree of robustness or gracileness were apparent and same-sex 
comparisons of White Americans were found to be more robust than British samples. 
These findings were also compared to the scores of Native American crania, and it was 
determined that they were more robust than either modern African Americans or whites, 
and they exhibit a lesser degree of sexual dimorphism (Walker 2008). 
Steyn and Iscan (1998) conducted a study of the sexual dimorphism of a White 
population in South Africa using six metric measurements. They achieved results of 
85.7% accuracy, with more accurate results in the male sample than in the female group. 
Using the cranium by itself had slightly higher results then using the mandible alone. 
Franklin and Milne (2005) preformed a similar study, attempting to determine sexual 
dimorphism in indigenous South African crania. 332 adult crania were examined using 
univariate and multivariate techniques and linear measurements. 79% of the skulls were 
correctly assigned. The importance of population specificity is also borne out by a study 
on sex determination of 180 skulls conducted on a Balkan population sample. The rate of 
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accurate visual sexing was determined to be 70.25%. The robustness of the mandible and 
the size of the mastoid processes proved to be the most reliable single indicators, with 
rates of 70.93%. The male crania were characterized by slight prominence of glabella and 
supercillary arches, smoother occipital squama, sharp supraorbital margins, and smooth 
supramastoid relief; in modern American populations these would be considered female 
characteristics (Duric et al. 2005). 
There are also several studies which attempt to examine, in more depth, some of 
the individual traits in sex estimation suites. One such study looked at the 3-D volume of 
the area of the browridge or glabella. The results showed that female browridges 
generally exhibited a smaller volume when compared to the male measurements. (Shearer 
et al. 2012).” In a larger study by Garvin and Ruff (2012) their results indicated that there 
were differences based on ancestry groups: White males tended to possess more 
“masculine” brows than their Black counterparts.  
Using a series of 60 lateral radiographs, Perlaza (2014) demonstrated that the 
most sexually dimorphic areas of the frontal bone were the squamous and nasal regions. 
The females exhibited a “contraction” in the nasion and glabellar regions, while the males 
exhibited an “expansion.” When the sample was analyzed allometrically, using principal 
component analysis (PCA), it was found that shape accounted for approximately 82% of 
the variance. In this population, the glabellar region was fairly dimorphic, with an 
accuracy rate of 84.31%. An earlier study by Karl-Heinz and Schiwy-Bochat in 2001, 
took an in-depth look at the texture of the supranasal region using a sample of 80 skulls. 
Each skull was photographed using a constant scale, converted to grey-value, and sized to 
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a 240 × 240 pixel window of the supranasal area. These edited photographs were then 
transformed into binary (black and white) images to visually enhance the texture of the 
bone-surface; to quantify the texture, these images were then overlaid with an equal-sized 
mesh of boxes. The number of boxes which had black areas was then counted for each 
individual. 60% of females and 25% of males were misclassified, indicating that though 
the trait is somewhat dimorphic, there is too much overlap for this method to be 
accurately used in sex estimation. 
Celibis et al. (2001) also created a sex estimation method which attempted to 
quantify the dimorphism of the glabellar region. Using a sample of 90 crania, the authors 
designed a scale from 0 to 3 to describe the glabellar region. 0 represents the most gracile 
group and 3 the most robust. 86% of females were ranked as 0, while only 8.2% of males 
were categorized as such; 84% of males were assigned a score of 2 or 3, however, the 
most overlap between the sexes was observed in the 2 category. The results were similar 
to the other studies whereby the glabellar region was found to be sexually dimorphic, but 
also to exhibit significant overlap between the sexes. Graw et al. (1999) achieved similar 
results, suggesting that this trait probably cannot stand alone as an estimator of sex, but is 
best used in conjunction with other characteristics.  
In two separate studies, Nagaoka et al (2008) and Hoshi (1962) examined 
multiple dimensions of the mastoid process to determine if differences in shape could be 
used as sex indicators. The Nagaoka et al study, using a sample of 50 males and 37 
females fram archaeological sites in Japan dating from the 14
th
 to the 17
th
 centuries. 
Males were found to be larger in all measurements, and the mastoid width was found to 
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be the most accurate predictor of sex. Accuracy was found to be between 82.1% and 
91.7% depending upon the variables taken into account, however the rate of intraobserver 
error was found to be unacceptably high, ranging from 10% to 35%. The earlier research 
by Hoshi in 1962 focused more on visual distinctions than on metric measurements. In 
this case, a modern Japanese sample of 62 male and 41 crania were analyzed using a 
three-tiered scale. The M type was described as being characteristic of male skulls, the F 
type was described as being characteristic of female crania, and the N type was described 
as being intermediate between the M and F types. Of the male crania, 69.4% were 
classified as type M, 27.4% were type N, and 3.2% were type F. The female skulls were 
found to be 46.4% type F, 26.8% were type N, and 26.8% were type M. essentially, if a 
skull is found to be type F there is a high probability that it is female, but a type M skull 
may be female, as over a quarter of the female sample were classified as type M as 
compared to only 3.2% of male crania being classified as type F. In both studies, sexual 
dimorphism is observed on extreme ends of the spectrum, but a large percentage of the 
samples were classed as indeterminate. 
Though the mastoid process itself has long been used as a basis for sex 
estimation, several recent studies have been undertaken to determine the accuracy of the 
mastoid triangle, the opisthion-bimastoid triangle, and the inion-opistocranium-asterion 
triangle, as methods of sexual differentiation. The mastoid triangle is defined as an area 
from porion to mastodale, from mastodale to asterion from asterion to porion (Kanchen et 
al. 2013). However, the landmark of asterion does pose a bit of a problem; it is defined as 
the “junction of the lambdoid, parietomastoid, and occipitomastoid sutures (pg.2)”, but 
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this point is sometimes located over the posterior fossa dura, and sometimes over the 
transverse sinus (Day and Tschabitscher 1998). Even so, Galdames et al. (2008) 
conducted research on a Brazilian population of 50 male, and 31 female crania, using the 
mastoid triangle as an indicator of sex; their accuracy rate reached only 64.2%. In 2013, 
Kanchen et al. used a sample of 118 crania to re-examine the suitability of the mastoid 
triangle. Both the perimeter and the area of the triangles were found to be larger in males 
than in females, but none of the angles exhibited sex-related differences. The accuracy 
rate, when using the triangle area was only 67%, for the asterion-porion distance it was 
65.8%, for the portion-mastodale distance it was 64.5%, and for the perimeter, it was 
64.1%. Research by Jain et al. (2013), contradicts the results achieved by Kanchen et al. 
(2013); their results indicated that all but one of the angles in both the mastoid triangle 
and the opisthion-bimastoid triangle were significantly different between the sexes. The 
accuracy rate of their results varied by individual measurement, from 40% to 80%; with 
the distance between asterion and the mastoid length of the right side, being the most 
reliable indicator of sex. Orish et al. (2014) examined the inion-opistocranion-asterion 
triangle in a Nigerian sample of 100 (78 male and 22 female) crania. They also found that 
males were larger in all dimensions, with the inion-opistocranion measurement showing 
the most dimorphism. Lastly, Kemkes and Göbel (2006) presented a validation study of 
the Galdames et al. (2008) research, in which they compared a German sample of 97 
crania to a Portuguese sample of 100 crania. In the German sample, females were 
correctly identified 52% of the time, while males were correctly identified 61% of the 
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time; in the Portuguese sample, females were correctly identified in 72% of cases and 
males were correctly identified in 60% of cases.  
The mandible has been found to be highly dimorphic in numerous studies. Loth 
and Henneberg (1996) claim a 99% accuracy rate for determining the sex of individuals 
using only the ramus flexure of the mandible. The authors make the case that the 
mandible is one of the most durable, and therefore, one of the most frequently recovered 
bones in the human body. If sex can be accurately estimated from only the mandible, this 
could prove highly useful in both paleoanthropology and in archaeology. However, 
female skeletons are generally more gracile than male skeletons, and they exhibit a 
greater propensity of bone-related age issues such as osteoporosis and so are frequently 
less well-preserved than their male counterparts in the same environment (Walker 1995). 
The study examined 300 mandibles; nine were from people of White ancestry, the 
remainder was from the Black population. In males the flexure of the mandibular ramus 
was more pronounced, while in females the posterior boarder was straight. When flexure 
did occur in the female sample, it occurred higher on the ramus nearer the neck of the 
mandibular condyle than did the flexure present in the male specimens. When this 
method was tested on Whites males, the sample group still showed flexure, but to a much 
lesser degree than the Black male sample. This illustrates the need for calibration based 
on the sample population. Additionally, because the mandibular flexure does not fully 
form until the late teens or early twenties, this method can only be used on older 
individuals. Franklin et al. (2005) also examined the mandibles of Indigenous South 
Africans. They chose to take 38 3-D measurements of each mandible with a digitizer in 
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order to assess the level of sexual dimorphism in the sample of 225 mandibles. Their 
results showed that males were larger than females in all dimensions and the accuracy 
rate was found to be 84% when using the nine most accurate measurements. However, 
depending upon the specific indigenous group being analyzed, (Zulu, Swazi, Xhosa, 
Sotho, and Tswana) the accuracy of the classifications ranged from 77.3% to 90.3%. 
In another study of the mandible, it was reported that males had more prominent 
mental eminences and lateral tubercles, while the mandibles of females were more 
“pointed.” There were also differences between American Black and White populations: 
Black males tended to have more “masculine” chins than White males (Garvin and Ruff 
2012). The mandibles of males are generally larger than those of females. Beginning in 
early adulthood, the male mandible was found to be longer, have coronoid processes 
pointed more posteriorly and superiorly, have gonial angles that were pointed downward, 
a downward-oriented basal symphysis, wider condyles, and a more “squared” mental 
symphysis. Anterior tooth size was also found to be larger in males, in both the maxillary, 
and the mandibular dental arcades (Coquerelle et al. 2011). In research that specifically 
examined the sexual dimorphism of the dental arch, with a sample size of 50 male and 50 
female crania, it was found that males were larger than females, but there was no shape 
difference between the sexes (Ferrario et al. 1993). 
The mandible was found to be highly sexually dimorphic in most populations 
studied. A European sample analyzed using elliptical Fourier analysis, found that 97.1% 
of males and 91.7% of females were able to be correctly classified (Schmittbuhl et al. 
2001). Using discriminant function analysis on an American Black and White sample 
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mandibles, it was found that approximately 85% of mandibles could be correctly 
classified (Giles 1964). The sexual dimorphism of the mandible was also evaluated in a 
modern Egyptian population using 3-D spiral Computed Tomographic imaging (500 
mandibles; 250 male and 250 female) and resulted in 83.9% correct classification 
(Kharoshah et al. 2010). The sexual dimorphism of the mandible was also examined 
using an Indian sample of 250 mandibles. The results showed that the bigonial breadth 
was the most accurate measurement. (Vinay et al. 2013). 
Though occipital condyles, zygomatics, cranial base length, the foreman magnum, 
and the petrous portion of the temporal bone, are not found on the trait list included in 
Standards, there have been studies that attempt to determine their effectiveness in 
ascertaining sex from the skull. In a study examining the occipital condyles of 146 adult 
crania, it was shown that all measurements exhibited a significant difference between 
males and females and that females tended to have a left occipital condyle which was 
larger than the right (Gapert et al. 2009b). One study of the sexual dimorphism of the 
zygomatics, using 138 adult skulls from Germany, found that the height, surface 
characteristics, and the size and shape of the processus zygomaticus ossis temporalis (the 
temporal process) were not able to accurately predict the sex of an individual. For height, 
the false classification rate was 25.8% for males and 26.7% for females, surface 
characteristics yielded incorrect classification rates of 31.5% for males and 33.3% for 
females and size and shape of the temporal process had a false classification rate of 
40.9% for males and 22.2% for females (Monticelli and Graw 2008).  
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A study into the effectiveness of the foramen magnum in sex estimations used a 
sample of 158 crania from the St. Bride’s Church collection in London. The authors took 
three measurements on each skull and created a discriminant function formula designed 
to differentiate the sexes. The use of this formula garnered a correct classification rate of 
70.3%, which is fairly low, but may still be useful in cases where only the base of the 
cranium has survived (Gapert et al. 2009a). The petrous portion of the temporal bone has 
also been examined for sexual dimorphism, the rationale being that it is one of the 
thickest bones of the skull, and so is usually relatively well-preserved. In a study by 
Kalmey and Rathbun (1996), 9 dimensions of the temporal bone were taken on each of a 
sample of 138 American Black and White crania from the Terry collection. Discriminate 
functions were created from this sample, and the results indicated that males were larger 
than females in all dimensions and that ancestry did not appear to influence the outcome. 
As technology becomes more advanced, methods integrating three-dimensional 
modeling and more complex statistical procedures are increasingly being utilized in all 
aspects of forensic anthropology, including in making sex differentiations. Using a metric 
approach, Lou et al. (2013) studied a database of 208 skulls (81 female and 127 male) of 
Northern Chinese ancestry to test a statistical shape model, a technique often used in 
medical image analysis. Essentially, the entire skull is scanned, and measurements are 
computed digitally. Their results showed that females were more often correctly 
classified than were males, with an accuracy rate of 95.7% compared to an accuracy rate 
of 91.4% for male subjects. Of the entire sample, only one female and three males were 
misclassified. In a similar study, geometric morphometric methods were combined with 
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thin-plate splines analysis to examine the lateral profiles of 52 male and 52 female adult 
skulls with an age range of 21 to 50. Twenty-nine landmarks were used, and the data 
gathered revealed that both the size and the sex of the crania had a significant influence 
on the shape (allometry) of specific regions. Size was calculated to account for 53.7% of 
the observed variance, while sex explained 37.3%. Males were found to have more 
prominent chins, more anteriorly facing gonions, and more accentuated precondylar 
notches in their mandibles than their female counterparts. Additionally, it is hypothesized 
that based on their larger body sizes, and their resultant larger pulmonary capacity (15% 
more than the average female), the naso- and oropharyngeal cavities are also larger and 
may be the cause of the sex-specific shifts in size and growth observed in the facial 
skeleton (Rosas and Bastir 2002). Rude and Mertzlufft (1987) also found differences in 
the proportions of the skull between males and females. Their sample consisted of 500 
male and female skulls from St. Quirinus-Kapelle of St Matthias in Trier, which date to 
before 1811. They discovered that the greatest differences between the sexes were found 
in the skull-base length and foramen magnum length. 
Galdames et al. (2008) examined the effects of malnutrition on the secondary 
sexual characteristics of the skull and how this may affect the process of sex estimation. 
The sample was broken into two groups, one with malnutrition listed in their cause of 
death, and a control group. It was found that the best overall indicator of sex was the size 
of the zygomatic bones, with an accuracy rate of 86.6%. The best indicators of male sex 
were the size and architecture of the skull and the size of the mastoids; these were 
effective 87% of the time. For females, the size of the zygomatics was the best indicator 
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of sex; it was effective 89.65% of the time. Comparison to the non-malnourished group 
showed that having been malnourished seemed to decrease the accuracy of sexing males. 
It is hypothesized that because most of the traits used to determine “maleness” are related 
to muscle development that malnutrition would more greatly affect these areas.  
As reliable as sex estimation through analysis of the skull can be, there are still 
biases that may influence the outcome. The author of On the Systematic Bias in Skeletal 
Sexing, writes that when using visual methods to asses sex there is a tendency to call 
ambiguous specimens male. It is postulated that this skew towards labeling skeletons 
male is related to the way in which specimens are sexed: traits are conceived of as being 
graded from small to large, and traits which are considered large or medium are generally 
allocated as male, but it is usually only the complete absence of a trait or a very small 
expression of a trait, which is classified as female. After an analysis of 31 industrial 
populations which had been assessed for sex, it was found that 13 had more males than 
females, which could be attributed to either biases during sexing or during the collecting 
of the specimens. It was found that on average 12% too many males were identified in 
each population. In fact, it was concluded that “if there is a difference in bias at various 
ages, there would seem to be about 20% too great a probability that an older skeleton is 
called male (pg. 245).” Thus, the age of a skeleton may be a contributing factor in sex 
estimation bias (Weiss 1972). Meindel et al (1985) found similar results in their study of 
100 crania from the Hamann-Todd collection; they reported that “the sex-dependent 
morphology of the skull was significantly affected by age”. However, in relation to 
sexual dimorphism, they discovered that the addition of the mandible to the crania caused 
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a significant bias toward females; this was particularly problematic when sexing young 
males. When they ranked skulls as “very female” or “slightly female” they reported that 
those designated as very female averaged 36.5 +/- 7.9 years of age, while those 
designated as slightly female averaged 48.1 +/- 11.3 years of age, which is in the range of 
the onset of menopause. 
 Because sex estimation methods may be influenced by the size of the skull rather 
than dimorphic differences in shape, allometry is an intriguing field of study. In one such 
research project, 100 3-D images of human faces were examined; when size was removed 
as a factor, about half of the male faces appeared more similar to the faces of females. 
The variation within the sexes was actually found to be larger than the variation between 
the sexes, meaning that males and females are more alike than they are different 
(Velemínská et al. 2012). Kimmerle et al. (2008) examined allometric differences in a 
Black and White American population. The results indicated that size was not a 
significant factor in the shape of the skulls of either the Black group or the White group. 
Females and males of both ancestries differed significantly in size from one another. 
However, a MANOVA analysis indicated that sexual dimorphism was also based on 
underlying shape differences, which exhibited slightly differ patterns correlated with 
ancestry groups, and was not only a matter of the size differences. 
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Fordisc Analysis 
Fordisc 3.0 is one of the most technologically advanced methods of determining 
sex from a skull. It was inspired by the work of Giles and Elliot who pioneered the use of 
linear discriminate function analysis to estimate sex. Fordisc 3.0 can compare the 
adjusted parameters of each ancestry group in its database and it can then also correlate 
that data with information specific to males and females in each population (Ousley and 
Jantz 2013). From metric measurements, Fordisc 3.0 can check the inputted data against 
numerous male and female ancestry groups to determine which group or groups the 
individual being evaluated is most similar to (Buikstra and Ubelaker 1994). 
After data is inputted, Fordisc 3.0 creates a classification matrix which shows how 
likely the unknown individual is to have come from each of the available groups. The 
multi-group classification table shows the Mahalanobis distance (D
2
) of the unknown 
individual to each reference group, the posterior probability column gives the probability 
that the unknown individual belongs to each group, and the type F column gives the 
typicality of the unknown individual belonging to each group. The program also gives 
anthropologists an “options” tab that allows them to transform their data into natural 
logarithms or to consider isometric size so that only the shape of the cranium is analyzed 
(Jantz and Ousley 2013 and Ousley and Jantz 2012). 
In 2010, a study was undertaken to determine the accuracy of Fordisc 3.0 at 
correctly estimating sex from crania in a non-American population. Two collections of 
data were used: the first consisted of 106 specimens of known age and sex from France, 
the second was made up of 91 specimens of Thai ancestry. The results indicated that 
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three of the twelve measurements were sexually dimorphic in the Thai population while 
seven of the twelve were sexually dimorphic for the French sample. The French sample 
was correctly classified by Fordisc 3.0 89.3% of the time, while the Thai sample was 
classified correctly only 60.7% of the time. This discrepancy may be partly due to the 
fact that the males in the French sample have larger overall skull size than their female 
counterparts, while the Thai sample does not exhibit the same pattern. However, the 
accuracy of the French sample, while leaving only 11% of skulls incorrectly sexed, does 
not reach the higher levels of accuracy that are found when used on a European-
American population. Fordisc 3.0 is much less accurate when used on individuals from 
the Thai population.  
Similar results as those obtained from the French sample were obtained from a 
project which examined the use of Fordisc 3.0 on a German population of known age and 
sex. (Ramsthaler et al. 2007). Urbanová et al (2014) conducted research into how well 
Fordisc 3.1 would work on a Brazillian population. Using the Howell’s database, 44.5% 
of the sample was correctly classified; when the FDB was used, 50% of the sample was 
correctly classified. When Fordisc 3.0 was tested on a South African population (187 
crania from the Pretoria Bone Collection), 73% of the Black and White samples were 
correctly classified; Black females were correctly classified in 48% of the cases, Black 
males were correctly classified in 86% of cases, White females were correctly classified 
in 73% of cases, and White males were correctly classified in 75% of cases (L’Abbe et al. 
2013). These studies where Fordisc is used on populations other than those in the existent 
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references samples, illustrate that more data from more populations is needed before the 
use of Fordisc can be reliably expanded beyond North America. 
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Aging Research 
Females skulls have been described as growing at a steady, continuous rate, in 
contrast to male skulls where growth seems to resemble a series of starts and stops (Rude 
and Mertzlufft 1987). The growth of the cranium as a whole, when compared to the rest 
of the body, develops much more quickly, attaining 90% of its adult weight by age six 
and 95% by age ten. The body has only attained 40% and 50%, respectively, of its adult 
weight by the same two ages (Baughan and Demirjian 1978). Until puberty, sexual 
dimorphism in height between boys and girls of the same age is only about 1% but even 
at age six the sexual dimorphism in head-length ranges from 2.5% to 3%. This narrows 
during the pubertal growth spurt, but afterwards climbs back up to a difference of 4% 
(Baughan and Demirjian 1978).  
Lestrel and Roche (1986) undertook a longitudinal study to examine how the 
cranial base is influenced by age and how that process is influenced by sex. Data from 30 
females and 30 males in a total of 239 radiographs spanning infancy, the juvenile periods, 
adolescence, and adulthood were analyzed. Size was determined to be the main cause of 
the difference between males and females. However, this pattern was more apparent in 
the male data than in the female data. This indicates that because males are generally 
larger overall as compared to females, this trait would not be especially helpful for 
determining the sex of an individual. A larger female should have a larger cranial base 
just as a smaller male should have a smaller cranial base, thus, this only indicates a size 
difference, not necessarily a difference in sex. 
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Since 1858, scientists noted differences between the dimensions of the bones of 
young and elderly adults. Hrdlicka believed that the skull continued to grow into old age 
and then gradually decreased in size. Buchi partially supported this in his 1950’s 
longitudinal study in Germany where he found that older people exhibited crania which 
were 2% larger than those of younger people. He also found that cranial expansion was 
the result of a steady increase in growth. In 1973 Henry Israel completed a study on the 
effects of aging on the bones of the human cranium. His sample size was 26 White adult 
females; each person in the study had two radiographs taken of their skulls: one between 
the ages of 24 and 48 and one between the ages of 41 and 64, with a total of 41 
measurements taken of ten regions/aspects of the skull. For cranial thickness, it was 
discovered that there was an increase; this was evidenced by measurements taken from 
six separate points on the skull, which showed that the thickness increased over a period 
of about 20 years and varied from 1% to 11% growth depending upon the point of 
measurement. Skull size was also found to increase by between 3% and 5%. The distance 
between nasion and the anterior nasal spine alone increased by 3% to 4%; when looking 
at the measurements of the skull size as a whole, 17 of the subjects gained bone, while, 
curiously, three diminished in size. Sixteen of the twenty-one specimens increased in the 
middle third of the face measurements, while the palate showed no expansion or 
reabsorption. However, the paranasal sinuses were discovered to show “a marked 
dimensional increase.” Several individual measurements were reported as: 7%, 9%, 11%, 
and 12% gains each. This particular finding may have implications for cases of human 
remains identifications as facial sinuses are sometimes used as proof of positive 
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identification. The total length of the mandible was found to increase by about 4% over 
the course of two decades, and the distance between menton and gonion was found to 
have a mean gain of 5% over this same time span. Like the skull as a whole, the cranial 
base also showed an increase in size, ranging from 3% to 5%. Lastly, the perimeter of the 
hypophyseal fossa of the sella turcica increased in all directions; there was a 9% increase 
in width and a 13% increase in height, making for a total increase of 22% in area. This 
research supports the hypothesis that there is an overall increase in cranial size with age: 
“This size increase follows a pattern of expansion resulting in a slightly larger skull, the 
symmetry of which changes very little outside the tooth-supporting areas (pg.125).” 
Other studies also corroborated an increase in cranial thickness with age. 
However, the increase exhibited a degree of sexual dimorphism. In a research project 
using 305 skulls, it was observed that there was a statistically significant increase in the 
diploё thickness in women over the age of 61, but overall, males still tended to have 
larger and thicker skulls (Sabanciogullari et al 2012). In a different study, using 165 
skulls, females were found to have thicker parietals and a thicker frontal bone, with the 
frontal exhibiting the largest difference between the sexes (Ross et al. 1998). In all groups 
(male and female and Black and White) in a study comprising 500 skulls, there was a 
rapid increase in skull thickness during the first two decades of life, and then small 
increases in the third to the seventh decades. It was also found that in some cranial 
regions, Black and White ancestry groups had thicker or thinner cranial bones than their 
counterparts in the other ancestry group. (Adelola et al. 1975).In a study of Caucasian 
skulls MRI scans were used to evaluate cranial thickness. It was found that by middle 
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age, the diploё of the cranial bones had started to diminish. Additionally, sexual 
dimorphism in thickness was discovered at glabella, bregma, lambda, opistheocranion, 
and left and right euryion (Hatipoglu et al. 2008).  
Obert et al. (2013) conducted research on 173 living patients. The authors 
attempted to determine age based upon radiological density estimates; however, they 
found that although cranial thickness generally decreased, it was not correlated closely 
enough with particular age ranges to be helpful. The standard error was +/- 30.5 years, 
essentially indicating that this method could only differentiate between young and old. 
Lynnerup et al. (2005) obtained contradictory results from their research on cranial 
thickness. Using a sample of 64 crania, the authors found that the thickness of cranial 
diploë was not correlated with sex, age, height, or weight.  
In a review of the literature concerning the aging adult skull and face, Albert et al. 
(2007) cite a total of 89 books and articles culled from the Science Direct search engine, 
illustrating the increased interest in this topic over the past several decades. In 1938, 
Ashley-Montagu created a similar work on the history of aging techniques starting in 
1858 with Humphrey’s observation: “I have seen so many instances in which this 
tendency to an increase in the weight of the skull has been evinced in advancing years, 
that I conclude it to be a matter of no unfrequent occurrence (pg. 357),” progressing to 
Féré, who in 1876 first noted the thinning of the parietal bones with age, and continuing 
with Todd, who in 1924 found that skull thickness increases with age.  
In 1968 Israel conducted a study on 43 male and 53 female White subjects 
between the ages of 24 and 56 years. The subjects were X-rayed, and then 13 to 25 years 
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later, the same subjects were X-rayed again. The results indicated that there was some 
cranial thickening after the age of 24; this was seen in every location measured and it 
amounted to an increase of approximately 6%. It was suggested that this age-related 
increase was the result of surface apposition and perhaps sutural growth. In his second 
study on craniofacial aging in 1977, Israel examined the expansion of the craniofacial 
complex. The sample consisted of 26 males and 26 females ranging in age from 24.9 to 
78.8 years. He found that “a generalized expansion of 4-5% occurred while increases in 
the thickness of the skull in the frontal region, the size of the air sinuses and the 
dimensions of sella turcia amounted to roughly 10% (pg. 47).” “In males, the skull length 
enlarges about 3.5%, while skull thickness, frontal sinus height, and sella turcia length 
increases are greater than 7%. The female values show a similar pattern with the 
exception of frontal sinus height (pg. 51).”  
Williams and Slice (2010) discovered that both dental arches undergo regression 
with age. The sample subjects were divided into young (18-39) and old (40-59) age 
groups, consisting of Black and White ancestry samples. There was no change found in 
the size or shape of the nasal aperture, there were significant shape changes in the eye 
orbits for all groups except for Black females, there were no shape or size changes in the 
zygomatics (except in the case of elderly Black males, who exhibited significant shape 
changes from the younger group), and the maxillary alveolar process did not exhibit any 
changes among Blacks, but there were some shifts in position in the White population. 
Overall, the elderly group was more heterogeneous in shape than their younger 
counterparts, causing estimates of their age to be less accurate. A similar study of the 
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adult aging process utilized 160 skulls (80 White males and 80 White females) from the 
Terry collection. In the female subset there was an increase in all transverse dimensions 
measured; this was not observed in males. In anterior-posterior dimensions, males 
exhibited a decrease in the measurement from the cranial base to the maxilla, while 
females were found to increase in the cranial vault, upper face, and mid-face depth. 
Pneumatization and remodeling of the frontal sinus was observed in males both young 
and old, but in females an increase in projection is seen with age. There was no 
observable difference in the vertical heights of the faces of either males or females, 
except for some small decreases which may have been related to tooth-loss. There were 
several changes in angulation as aging progressed; a “coarsening” in the protruding areas 
where masticatory muscles attach and a significant increase in the nasofrontal angulation 
was seen in males but not in females. There was no observed change in the gonial angles 
and the chin shape was found to be so variable at all ages for both males and females that 
no useful pattern could be discerned. The authors also conducted a histological analysis 
on 9 males and 8 females; through this they were able to show that bone porosity in both 
sexes increased with age. In females, there was an increase in both the number of osteons 
present and the size of those osteons. This became more pronounced as the females aged. 
However, at all ages, male porosity was less than that of the females. In both sexes, 
osteoids, which are indicative of new formation of bone, were observed on the external 
cortical surfaces. This “correlated with the increasing cranial dimension observed 
metrically (pg. 597) (Bartlett et al. 1992).” 
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As in the quest for greater understanding of sexual dimorphism, the study of aging 
has been influenced by the advent of new technological innovations. With a sample of 30 
White males and 30 White female patients, in three groups of ten: young: (25-44), 
middle: (45-64), and old: (≥65), Shaw and Kahn (2007) used computed tomographic 
scans of the skull to analyze some of the skeletally relevant effects of aging. The results 
showed that the glabellar angle and the maxillary angle decreased with age in both men 
and women. However, in both males and females, the pyriform aperture increases with 
age. The male and female groups did exhibit differences in the timing of these changes. 
For females, the greatest change occurred between young and middle age, while in males 
the greatest change was between middle and old ages. 
In 1974, Tallgren conducted a cephalometric study on the crania of 32 adult 
Finnish women which spanned 15 years. Contrary to other research, the results showed 
that there were no increases in the thickness of the crania. It was noted, however, that in 
half of the subjects there was “a slight appositional thickening in the glabella region of 
the frontal bone (pg. 289).” Zuckermann (1955) obtained somewhat similar results in his 
research using 190 skulls. The results suggest that the “hinder” portion of the base of the 
skull stopped growing earlier than the central and anterior portions. This led to the 
conclusion that growth related to the aging process is likely not continuous but rather 
episodic and highly variable at the individual level. 
Changes of the dentition and associated regions of the aging facial skeleton were 
explored by Bishara et al. (1994) by examining 16 males and females who had 
participated in a similar study in childhood and were willing to volunteer again. The 
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subjects were mostly of Northern European ancestry and were generally from families of 
above-average socioeconomic status. In the female subjects, most anterior-posterior 
parameters had changed from 26 to 46 years of age: anterior-posterior face heights 
increased, and the maxillary interincisor and intercanine arch lengths decreased. In males, 
the cranial base parameters were found to decrease in several angles but to increase in 
length measurements: the length of the mandible increased, the interincisal angle 
increased and the maxillary interincisor and intercanine arch widths decreased. 
Ultimately, “age-related changes in the craniofacial complex do not cease with the onset 
of adulthood, but continue, albeit at a significantly slower rate, throughout adult life (pg. 
185).” 
Understanding the process of the aging that occurs in the human face also has 
implications in fields such as biometrics and facial reconstruction. It is believed that 
aging becomes visible in the soft tissues of the face by the third or fourth decade of life. 
There have also been experiments showing that people generally retain more detailed 
memories of the facial features of people that are nearer their own age than of people who 
are older than themselves (Rhodes 2009). Milner et al. (2001) used a teen-aged female 
skull from the archaeological site of Spitalfield in London, England to perform an aged-
progressed facial reconstruction. Essentially, they made a cast of the woman’s skull and 
used information about the known effects of aging to make her appear as if she were 40 
to 50 years old. Unfortunately, the accuracy of the reconstruction cannot be verified; 
however, this type of procedure may be of use in identifying missing adults in a forensic 
context.  
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Plastic surgeons are a group of professionals who are intimately concerned with 
the aging process; their research into this field may be able to contribute to the aims of 
forensic anthropologists. According to Mendelson and Wong (2012), the area of the 
orbital aperture increases with age, but the superomedial and inferolateral aspects of the 
orbital rim actually recede as a person ages. The recession of the inferomedial area of the 
eye orbit can be especially pronounced in males. It also appears that even without loss of 
dentition, the midface is subject to retrusion. It is the maxilla which represents most of 
this bone loss, as demonstrated by a noticeable reduction of the maxillary angle. The 
periform aperture is also known as an area of the face that is susceptible to age. 
Essentially, the bone at the bottom of the periform aperture begins to recede, resulting in 
decreased skeletal support of the soft tissue. Similarly, the length, width, and height of 
the mandible have been found to be continually losing volume in adulthood.  
Zadoo and Pessa (1999) studied curvilinear changes of the maxilla in 12 male 
subjects (six aged 18 to 24 and six aged 40 to 66), and they found that even in those who 
still retained their teeth, there were significant changes in the youthful contour as 
compared to the older age form. At every point measured, the maxilla was found to have 
shifted position, with the greatest difference being in the medial region. In a similar 
study, the contours of the orbital apertures were examined in a sample of 30 males. It was 
found that with age, the heights of the medial and lateral sides of the orbital arcs 
increased (Pessa and Chen 2002). 
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Interaction of Age and Sex 
Carren L. Christensen of California State University completed a Master of Arts 
thesis titled A Three-Dimensional Investigation of Sex and Age-Related Change in the 
Adult Human Cranium in 2008, which explores the interaction of age and sex in the 
human skull. Christensen utilized EDMA, a three-dimensional analysis method in order 
to make sex and age estimation methods less subjective in terms of the biases or 
experience level of the observer. Two-dimensional methods can, by their very nature, 
invite a loss of data because their relationship to all of the other recorded measurements 
may not be evident. In an earlier work, published in the records of the American 
Association of Physical Anthropologists (AAPA) abstracts in 2001, A. M. Lubensky 
studied age-related craniofacial change using three-dimensional coordinate data for 119 
skeletal landmarks of the skull and mandible. Male and female skulls (n=1054) from the 
Terry Collection, the Dart Collection, and the Hamman-Todd Collection were divided 
into four age groups (20-39 years, 40-59 years, 60-79 years, and 80-99+ years), and 
examined to discern patterns of change related to age. “Results point to distinct patterns 
of age-related craniofacial change across adulthood. These patterns of change differ 
between the sexes as well as between different geographic/ethnic identities (pg. 99).” 
Lubensky found that a region long considered to be very stable, the endobasicranium, 
actually showed a “significant age-related change that differs in timing and region 
between the sexes and geographic/ethnic identities (pg. 99).” There were also many linear 
distances of the face which were found to exhibit age-related changes.  
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Christensen takes this research a step further by looking at the variable of sex: “It is 
hypothesized that patterns of observable difference, similar to those found by Lubensky 
(2001) in the cranial areas of the vault, face, palate, and base between males and females 
of the Dart, Hamman-Todd and Terry skeletal collections, can be found in other skeletal 
collections (pg. 4).”  
The changes of the skull listed above are the key to understanding to process of 
human aging and how the sex of an individual affects that process. Christensen’s sample 
consisted of 107 White males and 80 White females, from the William Bass Donated 
Collection, divided into the same four age categories used by Lubensky. Forty-six 
landmarks were recorded for each skull, and four anatomical regions (the vault, the face, 
the palate, and the base) were identified as potentially being influenced by the aging 
process. The results indicated that males are consistently larger than females in all four of 
the anatomical regions of the skull by approximately 4.7% to 8.4%. The vault was found 
to exhibit the least amount of sexual dimorphism, but males were still larger in every 
dimension measured, in all age groups. The distance from NAS (nasion) to LAS (left 
asterion) and RAS (right asterion) exhibited the greatest difference, with males averaging 
7.7% larger than females. The distances from LAS to LAB (half-way between left 
asterion and bregma) and RAS to RAB (half-way between right asterion and bregma) are 
5.3% and 5.5% larger in males than in females, meaning that the vault is wider near its 
base in male skulls. Almost all of the measurements of the facial region were larger in 
males at every age group than in their female counterparts. Additionally, in the male 40-
59 year age group, the difference in facial height measurements ranged from -1.0% to 
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15.2% meaning that males are not larger than females in all facial regions. The same was 
true for the male 80-99+ age group which ranged from -0.3% to 14.7% again, indicating 
that males are not always larger. The palate turned out to exhibit the most sexual 
dimorphism of any region; the median amount of variation was 8.4% with a range of 
2.3% to 13.8%, indicating that males were larger than females in all measurements. Out 
of all 27 measurements, 26 were greater in males by 5.0% or more. Also, “of all the male 
to female comparisons in this study, the largest amount of difference between males and 
females was observed in the palate between males aged 60-70 years and their female 
counterparts with a median difference of 11.6% (pg. 52).” The base of the skull exhibited 
a median difference of 6.7% and a range of 4.8% to 10.0%, indicating that males were 
larger in all measurements. In 64 out of 66 measurements the differences between males 
and females were 5.0% or greater.  
A comparison of the female age groups illustrates the aging process of female 
crania. The results for the vault region, showed that the skulls of the 40-59 year-old group 
were larger than the skulls of 60-79 year old group, by a median difference of -2.1%. 
However, the skulls of the younger group were larger than those of the older group in all 
measurements. Most of the 80-99+ age group vault measurements were slightly larger 
than those of the 60-70 year old group, and both the mid-width and the posterior length 
were greater in the older group. A comparison of the female facial measurements 
revealed that the 40-59 group were slightly larger than the 60-79 group in most, but not 
all measurements, and the 80-99+ group was larger than the 60-79 group, but the range 
was -9.1% to 5.7% so this is not uniform. Measurements of the posterior region of the 
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zygomatics were smaller in the 80-99+ group as compared to the younger groups. 
Additionally, the depth and width of the lateral portions of the eye orbits were also 
smaller in the older group. Overall, the palates of both the 60-79 group and the 40 to 59 
groups were similar; the median difference was 2.8% and the range was-3.0% to 6.4%. 
The posterior width of the palate was greater in the 80-99+ group than in the 60-79 
group. Females in the 40-59 group were found to have slightly larger cranial bases than 
the females in the 60-79 group; the median difference was -1.4%, and the range was -
7.2% to 1.6%, indicating that this was not a uniform difference. The 80-99+ group was 
considered to be similar to the 60-79 group. The results of this study suggest that the 
homogeneity of the vault region between males and females may actually increase with 
age. 
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Hyperostosis Frontalis Interna (HFI) 
Cranial thickness can also be affected by hyperostosis frontalis interna (HFI), 
particularly in post-menopausal females. Although most of the research cited above noted 
that samples with HFI were eliminated from their studies, thickening of the frontal bone 
in women could be a contributing factor in the masculinization of their skulls. 
Additionally, HFI is also associated with hormonal changes, and in some cases women 
with the condition were described as hirsute. It was first described by Morgangi in 1769, 
but the etiology of the pathological condition remains unknown (Hershkovitz et al. 1999). 
It has been postulated that the primary ossification centers of the frontal or other affected 
bones are reignited by the presence of estrogen which does not decrease in healthy 
women until the onset of menopause. Phytoestrogens found in soy, grains, linseed, and 
some vegetable could also be a contributing cause (Raikos et al. 2011).  
Based on their research, May et al. (2010), believe that androgen production 
levels may play a role in the genesis of HFI. Their study compared 180 healthy males to 
45 males who had hypertrophy/hyperplasia of the prostate and 127 males who had 
prostate cancer; they found that males who had hypertrophy/hyperplasia of the prostate 
and were being treated with a complete androgen block had a rate of 58.2% with HFI, 
while the control group and the men who were not being treated with complete androgen 
blocks had a prevalence of only 35% HFI.  
Although it may, nor may not be causal, there is also an established link between 
obesity and an increased prevalence of HFI. In a study conducted on 263 nuns, who were 
grouped into “thin” and “obese” categories it was found that 16% of the HFI group 
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exhibited some form of HFI, while 84% of the obese group were affected. The obese 
group also manifested higher levels of fasting glycaemia than did the thin group, leading 
the authors to conclude that: “these findings suggest that HFI is not only related to 
obesity but to the amount of adipose tissue (pg. 2003) (Verdy et al. 2002).” The amount 
of leptin that the body is able to circulate may, in turn, be related to obesity; the excess fat 
may inhibit the circulation of leptin. (Rühli and Henneberg 2002).” 
Hyperostosis frontalis interna has not only been found in modern and 
archeological human crania, it has also been observed in the skulls of Homo erectus and 
Neanderthals. (Antón 1997). HFI has been observed in most historic populations around 
the world: fragments of a skull with evidence of HFI were recovered from a Meroitic 
cemetery in the Nubian region of the Republic of Sudan (Armelagos and Chrisman 
1988), 12 of 37 skulls recovered from the Pueblo Bonito site in New Mexico were found 
to have HFI (Mulhern et al. 2006), and of 803 crania analyzed from archaeological sites 
in Hungary, 20 had HFI (Hajdu et al 2009). Crania with HFI were also discovered under 
the royal palace in Qatna, Syria dating from the Bronze Age. The analyses of these 
skeletons and graves has revealed that the bone exhibit few stress indicators, they were 
buried with opulent grave-goods, and the fact that they were interred on the grounds of 
the palace all indicate that these were people of high status. Of the approximately 70 
individuals buried there, nine, or about 13% had HFI. It is likely that this group of people 
had access to richer, higher-calorie foods than the average person of this time, and based 
on the lack of stress indicators present on their skeletons they also may have been fairly 
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sedentary, which could have led to metabolic disorders. With the study of more samples, 
this could lead to HFI being used as an indicator of social status (Flohr and Witzel 2011). 
Moore described four types of hyperostosis, which he believed could be 
distinguished from one another by location and bone texture: hyperostosis frontalis 
interna (HFI), hyperostosis calvariae diffusa (HCD), nebula frontalis (HF), and 
hyperostosis frotno-parietalis (HFP). These conditions can be observed singularly or in 
any combination. After an extensive study, Moore concluded: “hyperostosis is not a part 
of the aging process nor is it of normal physiological origin (pg. 180).” 
 Perou differentiated cranial hyperostosis into more groups: hyperostosis frontalis 
interna (HFI), hyperostosis parietalis interna (HPF), hyperostosis fronto-parietalis 
interna (HFPI), hyperostosis fronto-temporalis interna (HFTI), hyperostosis fronto-
parieto-occipitalis interna (HFPOI), and isolated HCI of other bones. Microscopically, 
the affected areas were described as being “arranged in superimposed strata or lamellae” 
or as being composed of irregular “prominences or hillocks” made of either spongy or 
compact bone. However, even though they had a different appearance, these areas still 
had all of the normal structures of unaffected bone.  
Women are disproportionately affected, though there has been some research to 
suggest that HFI may have been more common in males in the archaeological past (Rühli 
et al. 2004).There have also been some studies which found a higher incidence of HFI 
among the inmates of mental hospitals than in the general population (Hawkins and 
Martin 1965), which lends some credence to the concept of HFI being a symptom of a 
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broader syndrome. A study utilizing 1,700 skulls (1,007 male and 699 female) from the 
Hamann-Todd and Terry collections and 2,019 skulls (1,012 Native American; the rest 
from populations of America, Europe and the Middle East) of “historic age” was 
conducted to gather more information about HFI. It was found that 24% of the females 
studied exhibited HFI; 26.5% of the European American sample exhibited it, as 
compared to the 21.9% found in the African American sample. It was also age-
dependent, being found at a frequency of 11.8% in the youngest group, while it was 
44.2% in the oldest group. Additionally, 82% of type A cases were found in females 
under fifty, while 87% of type D cases were found in females over the age of fifty. The 
authors hypothesize that a cause for HFI may be: “estrogen stimulus may reactivate the 
primary centers of ossification of the frontal bone, causing abnormal bone growth (pg. 
322)” (Hershkovitz et al. 1999). 
The presence of this condition is so intertwined with age and sex that May et al. 
(2010), attempted to determine if it could be used to accurately estimate age and sex of 
unknown skulls. 768 skulls were examined with the aid of CT scans; it was found that 
24% of females scanned had HFI, while it was only observed in 5% of males. However, 
20% of females aged 55-69 exhibited major HFI (occupying more than 25% of the frontal 
bone surface); fewer than 5% of those aged 20-39 years had major HFI. Devriendt et al. 
(2005) also purpose this same HFI-female link could be used in forensic cases. They 
determined that of the thirteen cases of HFI, observed in their autopsy sample of 1,532, 
twelve were females, leading them to conclude that HFI may function as a good 
supplementary factor in sex estimations.  
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While HFI and the theory of postmenopausal masculinization of female crania 
have much in common, age range of on-set, underlying hormonal changes, and 
appositional growth of bone, there has not yet been a link established between the two 
conditions. An alternative explanation for the appearance of female masculinization may 
be that it is not a separate phenomenon or possibly a part of an HFI syndrome, but rather 
that a pathological condition is simply being mistaken for masculinization. For instance, 
acromegaly (figure 3) is caused by pituitary tumors which cause adults to continue 
growing after their bodies should have been fully developed. The excess growth hormone 
being secreted causes a reigniting of endochondral bone growth. In the cranium, the 
mandible increases in length and develops a prominent, protruding mental eminence, the 
zygomatics thicken, the frontal bone begins to exhibit a more pronounced suppracillary 
ridge, the occipital ridge may become a torus, the sinuses become smaller (due to the 
thickening of their walls), and there is an increase in the growth of the nasal cartilage. 
Additionally, the vault becomes generally thickened (Aufderheide and Rodríguez-Martín 
1998 and Ortner 2003) and there is an enlargement of all dimensions of the neurocranium 
(Dostálová et al. 2003). Künzler and Farmand (1991) obtained similar results in their 
radiological examination of the increase in cranial dimensions.  
Fulton et al. (1990) point out that patients diagnosed with Morgagni-Stewart-
Morel Syndrome exhibited elevated growth hormone levels and that both HFI and 
acromegaly are linked to hyperprolactinaemia. In their study of 36 patients with 
acromegaly (16 male and 20 female) they found that 72% also had HFI, compared to 
25% in an equally-sized control group. They also observed that the older the patient was, 
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the more advanced was their case of HFI. It seems unlikely that an advanced case of 
acromegaly could be mistaken for masculinization, but in the earlier stages it may be 
possible given that many of the areas of bony growth correspond with visual traits used in 
sex estimation. 
 
 
Figure 3. Comparison of a Normal Skull (right) to a Skull with Acromegaly (left) 
from: Ortner D J. 2003. Identification of Pathological Conditions in Human Skeletal 
Remains. Second Edition New York: Academic Press an Imprint of Elsevier. 
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Menopause 
Menopause is defined as “the last menstrual period, identified in retrospect after 
12 months of amenorrhea (pg. 231).” Menopause is not so much an event as a process; 
throughout life, the number of oocytes that a woman possesses is constantly being 
depleted, leading to the beginning of menopause. The onset of menopause causes 
estrogen levels, and thus bone density, to decline (Leidy 1994). The age at which 
menopause begins has changed over the millennia; 2,000 years ago, it is estimated that 
menopause began around age forty and in medieval times it was reported to start in the 
fifth decade of life. In modern America, it averages approximately fifty years of age, but 
in Great Britain it varies from 50 to 78, and for White South Africans it ranges from 48-
47 (Ginsburg 1991). Leidy (1994) writes that menopause in industrialized societies 
begins at approximately 49-51.5 years of age, but that in pre-industrialized areas, it 
occurs at 43 to 47 years of age. There is also some evidence to suggest that the number of 
children a women has borne, whether a woman has had twins, her social status, the age of 
her last pregnancy, and whether or not a woman is a smoker, are all factors in the age of 
onset of menopause (Ginsburg 1991). 
Jarvinen et al. (2003) postulate that during the period of adolescence, women’s 
bones are denser than those of their male counterparts. They found that during puberty 
girls had heavier bones than those of boys the same age and girls also had proportionally 
stronger bones with greater cortical-cross sections. In pregnant women, the level of 
estrogen drops, but after the birth of the baby, when normal menstruation resumes, 
estrogen returns to pre-pregnancy levels. Thus, it is possible that the bones of females are 
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denser in order to offset the effects that pregnancy has on estrogen levels. Once the 
menstrual cycle ceases completely, the estrogen levels also drop, but are not replenished. 
Another study was conducted on postmenopausal women with normal levels of estrogen 
and on women with below normal levels who were taking estrogen supplements. It was 
found that there was “a statistically significant bone-mineral-density response in the hip 
region of the estrogen-depleted women, but no response in the estrogen replete women 
(pg. 143),” illustrating the direct effect of estrogen on bone density (Jarvinen and 
Sievanen 2006). 
Another study found that up to 80% of bone mass in females was achieved 
between adolescence and young adulthood, and bone density gradually increases through 
puberty into the third decade of life, by as much as 40%. Peak bone mass is affected by 
many factors: age, weight, body surface area, body mass, physical activity, calcium 
intake, genetics, sex hormone exposure, and pubertal development.(Warren 1999). There 
is also evidence to suggest that ancestry is a factor in the peak bone mass a woman can 
achieve. Asian and White females tend to have similar levels of bone mineral density 
(BMD), but Asian, Hispanic, and Black women tend to have as much as a 40% lower risk 
of fracture than do their White counterparts. The bones of Black females are much denser 
than those of Whites females, a difference that can be observed as far back as childhood 
and extends throughout the lifespan; there are many theories as to why this may be, but 
the exact cause remains unknown. Interestingly, Polynesian women were also found to 
have a low incidence of hip fractures (Key and Bell 1999). According to Sowers et al. 
(2013), some of these differences attributed to ancestry, may actually be due to body size, 
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and adjustments for the different body sizes of ancestry groups eliminated some of the 
observed differences in BMD.  
Around middle age, women begin to lose bone mass. In a three-year study, the 
rate of vertebral BMD loss was found to be about 1% per year in premenopausal women. 
However, women who consumed over 800 mg of calcium per day exhibited BMD 
measures which were 6.7% higher than those of women who consumed less daily 
calcium. This seems to prove that calcium is an important factor in maintaining peak 
bone mass, but other studies of women in the same age group have shown no difference 
between women who take calcium supplements and those who do not, so the importance 
of calcium in this process is not fully understood (Baran 1999). In their research, Cohn et 
al. (1976) found that the rate of calcium loss for the average female aged 35 to 54 
amounted to about .38% of the total body calcium per year and for women aged 55 to 79 
the rate increased to 1.08% per year, but how this relates to bone turnover rates, or if 
calcium supplements may be able to ameliorate this is not clear. 
The decreasing bone mass observed in middle-aged women is a result of 
decreasing levels of estrogen and progesterone. The bone remodeling process consists of 
four phases: phase one is known as the activation stage in which the osteoclast precursors 
migrate to the area of bone that is going to be resorbed, the cells then fuse into 
multinuclear osteoclasts, the second phase is called the resorptive phase, at this time the 
bone is resorbed by the osteoclasts, the third phase is the reversal phase, when cells 
modify the resorbed surface and deposit a structure called a “cement line”, and the fourth 
phase is the formation phase where osteoblasts differentiate at the resorption sites and 
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deposit osteoid bone. After the process is completed, there is a resting stage. In the 
average adult the rate of bone-turnover (the rate at which existing bone is replaced) 
ranges from 5% to 10%. However, the declining bone mass seen with increasing age is 
likely due to a decline in bone formation rather than an increase in bone resorption 
(Heersche et al. 1998, Lindsay and Cosman 1999, Notelovitz 20002). The effects of the 
decrease in estrogen levels were found to be an even more important factor in BMD 
levels than a woman’s age. Women who undergo early menopause begin to exhibit the 
lower vertebral density rates that are associated with women who undergo menopause at 
the average age. Surgical menopause results in the same loss of density. This illustrates 
that though ageing is correlated with gradual decreasing BMD levels, the onset of 
menopause triggers a more rapid loss of BMD at whatever age it begins (Hadjidakis et 
al.1999). It was also found that the greatest loss of bone mass was observed in the 
cancellous layer of bone, rather than the cortical layer of bone (Lindsay and Cosman 
1999). A factor which does seem to have a preservative effect on the decline, in vertebral 
bone mass at least, is obesity. A high body mass index (BMI) is linked with higher levels 
of estrogen, which is, in turn, linked to a higher risk of breast cancer. However, weight 
loss after the onset of menopause does lower the risk of breast cancer and there is also 
shown to be a decrease in total testosterone levels. Hormonal levels are also affected by 
an increase in BMI. These changes are not only relevant for obese women, but are seen in 
any change in BMI regardless of the starting body weight (Jones et al. 2013). 
The trend in declining bone mass increases even more sharply in women after the 
onset of menopause. At around the age of 60, most of the bone loss starts to come from 
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cortical bone, making bone loss a “self-perpetuating” process that continues to accelerate 
with age (Seeman 2013). The 1996 study conducted by Parazzini et al., examined the 
effects of menopause on bone density in a Northern Italian population. To this end, 1,373 
women between the ages of 40 and 64 who resided in Pordenone province in 
Northeastern Italy were recruited. It was discovered that heavier women were at a 
decreased risk for reduced BMD and that those who had used estrogen-replacement 
supplements at any time during their lives had the highest BMD levels. The study also 
found a correlation between age at the onset of menopause and BMD; those who entered 
menopause between 45 and 49 years were at a higher risk of having low BMD levels.  
The reproductive system in females is a result of the interaction between follicular 
development, ovulation and the hypothalamic-pituitary axis. With age, women lose 
follicular function, and this causes a drop in inhibin and follicle-stimulating hormone 
(FSH) levels (Nicks et al. 2010). Before menopause much of the estrogen produced by 
the granulosa cells of the ovaries is actually estradiol, but after, when the ovaries decline 
in function, the rate of estradiol falls and the primary precursors of estrogen are adrenal 
androgens. Androgens are converted into estrogens by aromatase in the bone marrow, 
liver, kidneys, and fat. Estrone is generated from androstenedione and testosterone and 
estradiol is created from testosterone and estrone (Reed et al. 1985). This means that 
testosterone levels are higher during menopause than in the premenopausal state, causing 
a “gradual decline in circulating levels of estradiol (pg. 159).” Additionally, 
postmenopausal women were found to metabolize less estradiol than premenopausal 
women, and men were found to excrete less estradiol in their urine than females of any 
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age, which could contribute to their having denser bones than females (Fishman et al. 
1980).  
The available amount of estrogen and androgen are dependent upon the levels of 
sex-hormone-binding globulin (SHBG), however, higher levels of estrogen increase the 
level of SHBG, while higher levels of androgen decrease the level of SHBG. Just as 
females experience a decrease in their levels of estrogen with the onset of menopause, 
some men experience a drop in their levels of androgen at around middle age. This has 
been termed andropause and it is associated with a decrease in sperm production and 
quality and a decline in testicular production of testosterone. Unlike menopause, 
however, not all males go through andropause and the severity of the symptoms varies 
with the individual (LeBoff and Galowacki 1999).Androgens are just as important for 
maintenance of bone mass in females as they are for males: “androgens are the 
predominant source of estrogen in postmenopausal women and account for one-third of 
the estrogen generated before menopause (pg. 168).” However, women with excess 
androgen tend to have higher than average BMD, and hirsute women were also found to 
have higher androgen levels and higher BMD levels (LeBoff and Galowacki 1999 and 
Orwoll 1999).  
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Hypothesis 
The aim of this research project is to determine if there is an observable trend of 
masculinization in female crania after the onset of menopause and its accompanying 
hormonal changes. If a process of masculinization is occurring, it is hypothesized that 
this should be seen in the 40 to 59 female age group, or possibly the 60 to 79 female age 
group. To this end, the crania in this study have been analyzed using three methods: the 
visual method in the Standards manual, a seriation of individual traits for the total sample 
population, and the metric measurement and Fordisc 3.1 analysis of a subset of the 
female crania. If female crania are becoming more masculine after menopause, a larger 
proportion of the crania in those age groups should exhibit traits scores usually associated 
with males when using the visual method. The seriation method would be expected to 
show more of the older female skulls clustering near the bottom half of the spectrum, 
while younger female skulls would be expected to cluster near the top half. The metric 
analysis would be expected to show a pattern of female masculinization if a significant 
number of the older females were misidentified as male by Fordisc 3.1 or if a significant 
number were larger than their younger counterparts. 
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METHODS 
Sample Information: 
The Hamann-Todd Osteological Collection housed at the Cleveland Museum of 
Natural History consists of 3,100 human skeletons for which age, sex, and ancestry are 
known (www.cmnh.org). This collection is unique because it offers the comparatively 
large sample of female skeletal materials from both Black and White ancestry groups 
required for this research project. From the population of crania a sample group of 395 
males and females of Black and White ancestry ranging in age from 20 to 105 was 
selected. Black females numbered 99, White females numbered 99, Black males 
numbered 101, and White males numbered 96. In addition, the sample was broken down 
into four age groups: 20-39, 40-59, 60-79, and 80+ in order to insure that all ages were 
represented (Table 1). The Hamann-Todd Collection was started in 1912 and there are 
some discrepancies between ages listed in the Collection’s records and those listed on the 
boxes containing the specimens. This affected 42 individuals in the research sample and 
when this was encountered, the age of the individual was listed as a range incorporating 
both ages. When it was necessary to have one age to classify the individual, the younger 
age (the first number in the range) was used. The average discrepancy was 10.38095 
years. 
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Table 1. Age Distribution of the Research Sample 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sample Group: Number of Individuals 
in Each Sample Group: 
Total Sample 395 
Total Female Sample 198 
Total Male Sample 197 
Total Black Sample 200 
Black Female Sample 99 
Black Male Sample 101 
Total White Sample 195 
White Female Sample 99 
White Male Sample 96 
Total Sample 20-39 122 
Total Female Sample 20-39 68 
Black Female Sample 20-39 40 
White Female Sample 20-39 28 
Total Male Sample 20-39 54 
Black Male Sample 20-39 31 
White Male Sample 20-39 23 
Total Sample 40-59 117 
Total Female Sample 40-59 57 
Black Female Sample 40-59 30 
White Female Sample 40-59 27 
Total Male Sample 40-59 60 
Black Male Sample 40-59 34 
White Male Sample 40-59 26 
Total Sample 60-79 110 
Total Female Sample 60-79 53 
Black Female Sample 60-79 24 
White Female Sample 60-79 29 
Total Male Sample 60-79 57 
Black Male Sample 60-79 29 
White Male Sample 60-79 28 
Total Sample 80+ 46 
Total Female Sample 80+ 20 
Black Female Sample 80+ 5 
White Female Sample 80+ 15 
Total Male Sample 80+ 26 
Black Male Sample 80+ 7 
White Male Sample 80+ 19 
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The Collection was originally used as a resource for medical students and almost 
all of the specimens are sectioned in some way to allow for inspection of the endocranial 
structures. This can be a problem when taking metric anthropological measurements as 
the “gaps” created by sectioning the crania adds to the measurements. However, as there 
were very few individuals not sectioned, measurements were taken on sectioned 
specimens with the pieces of the skull being held together as closely as possible to 
ameliorate some of the effects of the sectioning. Sagittal sectioning was observed in 
87.1% of the sample, 12.2% were transversely sectioned. .25% were coronally sectioned, 
and .5% were not sectioned. 
The majority of the sample crania were able to be evaluated for all traits being 
assessed but there were some exceptions. Twenty-one of the mandibles could not be 
evaluated for the mental eminence. Usually this was due to resorption of the alveolar 
bone which was exacerbated to a great degree in edentulous individuals, however, in the 
case of paired traits such as mastoid processes or supraorbital margins, if the left side 
could not be scored the right-side data was substituted in its place. The dental condition 
of a specimen should be kept in mind when evaluating any trait or taking any 
measurement involving the maxillary or mandibular alveolar areas or the midface region 
in general as tooth-loss can cause significant resorption and accompanying changes in 
ability to locate landmarks with accuracy.  
Interestingly, the group consisting of specimens whose mental eminences could 
not be scored due to the degree of resorption observed in their mandibles, proved to be 
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mostly White females. This could be partly due to the observed differences in bone mass 
between Caucasian women, who have lower bone density and females of African 
American ancestry, who tend to have higher bone density (Key and Bell 1999). Of the 
mandibles which could not be evaluated for the mental eminence; 84.2% were female 
while only 15.8% were male. When evaluated by ancestry group, this same group of 
mandibles was found to be 89.5% White and 10.5% Black.  
 Because the Hamann-Todd Collection was founded around the turn of the 
century, secular change is a relevant issue. Over the past 100 years there has been 
evidence to suggest that there has been some degree of secular change in cranial 
dimensions. Essentially, the facial region has become more narrow and heightened and 
cranial capacity was found to have increased (Jantz and Meadows Jantz 2000). Vault 
height was found to have shown the most change (Jantz 2001), which means that the 
impact of the trend on estimating sex from visual assessment of traits should be small. In 
the 2001 study by Jantz secular change was assessed by determining if there was a 
correlation between birth year and metric measurements. The largest increase was seen in 
the basion-bregma measurement and the trend toward an increase in vault height was 
seen in all groups, though the Black and White ancestry groups were still strongly 
differentiated from each other.  
Standards Visual Trait Sex Estimation Method 
Each of the 395 crania in the research sample were assessed and scored for the 
five traits listed in Standards for Data Collection from Human Skeletal Remains, which 
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are considered the most accurate for estimating sex from a skull. This is a visual method 
in which the observer examines each trait assigning it a score from 1 to 5, with 5 being 
“male”, 4 “probable male”, 3 “ambiguous sex”. 2 “probable female” and 1 “female” (see 
figure 2). Since human variation is not modular, but rather a continuum, 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, and 
4.5 were also used to better approximate this when a trait was assessed to be between two 
possible scores. According to Standards, the five traits which should be examined due to 
their observable degrees of sexual dimorphism are: the nuchal crest, mastoid process, 
supra-orbital margin, supra-orbital ridge/glabella, and mental eminence. Appendix A 
shows correctly sexed females and males in each age group, and incorrectly sexed 
females and males in each age group. 
Using a recording sheet, scores were assigned for each trait; for mastoid processes 
and supra-orbital margins, both sides were scored, though the left side was used 
whenever possible for statistical analysis. The data from the right side was substituted in 
the case of damage to the left side. To ensure that any difference between the sides was 
negligible, z tests were run on the averages of the left and right sides of both traits to 
determine if the very minor differences in value between them were significant. In all 
cases no statistical significance was detected. Each individual was then assigned an 
estimate of male, female, or indeterminate based on the range of the scores from all 5 
assessed traits, without the observer being aware of any details about the skull such as 
age, sex, or ancestry. After the assessments were recorded, the age, sex, and ancestry 
listed on the box label was recorded for each skull.  
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When the entire research sample was examined for accuracy in sex estimation, the 
rate of correct classification was found to be approximately 82.5%. This means that 
approximately 17.5% of the sample was classified as indeterminate or was misidentified 
as the opposite sex. Of this 17.5% 30 individuals (43.5%) were classified as 
indeterminate and 39 individuals (56.5%) were misidentified. Of the indeterminate sub-
sample 26.6% were female and 73.3% were male. When grouped by ancestry, 75% of the 
indeterminate females were Black, leaving only 2 White females (25%) as members of 
this group. In the indeterminate male sub-sample, 40.9% were Black, and 59.1% were 
White. The misidentified sub-sample was 19.7% female and 66.7% male. When broken 
down by ancestry, the female group consisted of 92.3% Black females and 7.7% White 
females (1 individual). The male group consisted of 42.3% Black males and 57.7% White 
males. This illustrates an interesting trend, whereby Black females and White males tend 
to be ranked as indeterminate or classified as the opposite sex more frequently than either 
White females or Black males.  
An examination of the total sample also revealed that there were 57 cases of 
possible HFI (referred to as possible because in the early stages there may only be a few 
desperate nodules, making it easy to confuse with other pathological conditions) which 
when separated by sex amounted to 15.5% male and 84.2% female. The average age was 
59 (61.1 for females and 55.8 for males). Of the females, 52.1% were Black and 47.9% 
were White; in the male group 88.9% were Black and 11.1% (1 individual) were White. 
That females were found to have a higher frequency of HFI was expected based on the 
research of others; the average age of 59 is consistent with the average ages found by 
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other authors (though there were 9 individuals, or 15.8% of the sample who were under 
age 40), and the higher prevalence of Black individuals was also found by other authors, 
although this seems to vary by sample population. Overall, 14.4% of the total research 
sample was found to have possible HFI. 
After examining the 395 crania, 85 skulls (21.5% of the research sample) were 
chosen at random from the total sample to re-asses in order to determine the rate of intra-
observer error in the original sex estimations. In total, 12.9% of the re-sampled group 
were not assessed as the same sex that they had been assigned in the original 
examination. However, of that 12.9%, 27% of those went from being classified as 
indeterminate to being classified as the incorrect sex, or vice versa, indicating that this 
sub-group of individuals may simply be indeterminate between male and female trait 
expressions on the continuum of morphologic variation. 
All of the collected raw data was then entered into Excel spreadsheets; the 
research sample was divided into workbooks based on intersections of age and sex, age 
and ancestry, ancestry and sex, and age, sex, and ancestry. Additionally, individuals who 
were assigned to the indeterminate group or were identified as the opposite sex were 
separated for additional analysis as a group, as were individuals found to have possible 
hyperostosis frontalis interna (HFI). This allowed for comparisons of multiple factors, 
such as 20-39 Black females to 20-39 White females, or head-to-head comparisons of 
two groups, such as all females to all males. By understanding the relevant differences at 
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each of these intersections, the salient factors that influence the phenotypes of these 
crania begin to crystalize, and a pattern, if there is one, can be observed. 
 
Photographic Seriation of Traits Method 
A visual assessment of traits is inherently subjective because it is based upon the 
judgement of the observer who sees only one skull at a time, and assesses each trait 
individually, without calibrating that assessment to the norms of the population which 
they are examining. Thus, seriation of traits is sometimes touted as a more accurate and 
holistic method of separating a population into males and females because it takes only 
the variation found within that population into account. This means that a seriation from 
one population cannot be used as a template for the seriation of another, and that they 
may not be directly comparable in the same way that the numerical scores assigned using 
the method found in Standards are. However, the seriation method may be more accurate 
when utilized on a single population because it essentially creates a linear continuum in 
which each trait is compared to those around it to determine where it falls on the 
spectrum. While it is useful to have numerical values to compare, these numerical values 
cannot fully represent the variation of a population. For example, just because the left 
mastoid process is scored a 5 on two skulls does not mean that those two traits are exactly 
equal in size, shape, volume, etc. it means only that they were both larger than the 
observer’s understanding and conception of what a 4-scored left mastoid process would 
look like.  
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The use of seriation allows for a better understanding of where each trait falls in 
relation to the population being analyzed. Therefore, each skull in the research sample of 
395 was photographed in anterior, posterior, and lateral (both left and right) planes to 
capture images of the nuchal crest, the glabella, mastoid processes, and the mental 
eminence (the mandible was also photographed, but separately). The supra-orbital margin 
was not evaluated using this method because it was too difficult to assess its relative 
sharpness or bluntness from a photograph; palpitation would have been necessary for the 
sake of accuracy. The photographs were all taken against a plain black background with a 
scale included to show size. Each of the 4 remaining traits was seriated separately; the 
photographs were edited and placed in on slides in a power point presentation so that 
each image could be compared to all other images and easily moved into the appropriate 
position. All presentations were organized from gracile or more “feminine” to rugged or 
more “masculine”. 
Metric Measurements Method 
 Metric measurements are often considered to be less subjective than visual 
methods because they are quantitative. In order to generate sex estimations from the 
sample skulls, a series of 30 measurements were taken: maximum cranial length (GOL), 
maximum cranial breadth (XCB), bizygomatic diameter (ZYB), basion-bregma height 
(BBH), cranial base length (BNL), basion-prosthion length (BPL), maxillo-alveolar 
breadth (MAB), maxilla-alveolar length (MAL), biauricualr breadth (AUB), upper facial 
height (UFHT), minimum frontal breadth (WFB), upper facial breadth (UFBR), nasal 
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height (NLH), nasal breadth (NLB), left orbital breadth (OBB), left orbital height (OBB), 
biorbital breadth (EXB), interorbital breadth (DKB), frontal chord (FRC), parietal chord 
(PAC), occipital chord (OCC), foramen magnum length (FOL), foramen magnum 
breadth (FOB), mastoid length (MDH), chin height (GNI), height of the mandibular body 
(HMF), breadth of the mandibular body (TMF), bigonial width (GOG), bicondylar 
breadth (CDB), and minimum ramus breadth (WRB). For some measurements spreading 
calipers were used and for others sliding calipers were utilized; this was determined using 
the guidelines set forth in the Standards manual. Once all measurements for a given skull 
were taken they were entered into the Fordisc 3.1 software program. For each cranium, 
estimates were generated using the FDB, which consists of modern forensic samples, the 
“Shape” function which looks only at the shape of an object while eliminating the factor 
of its size, and the Howell’s data bank which consists of 19th century samples.  
Standards Visual Trait Sex Estimation Statistical Analysis 
Once the visual data was divided into spreadsheets by group, systematic 
comparisons between two groups were selected so that each trait could be evaluated for 
each comparison. This way, if one trait exhibited a significant difference compared to the 
others that could be observed clearly. When two groups were compared, z or t tests (2 
tailed) were performed in Excel to determine if the difference between the average scores 
for each trait in each group were statistically significant from the group they were being 
compared with. Z tests were performed on all comparisons for groups with sample sizes 
30 or over, t tests were performed when one or both of the groups consisted of a sample 
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size of 30 or fewer. In order to compare all of the age categories (20-39, 40-59, 50-79, 
and 80+) in a particular sample, in “all female groups” for example, single factor 
ANOVA tests were run to determine if there was a statistically significant difference 
between group means. If the results indicated significant differences, z or t-tests were 
performed for all possible combinations of sample groups to determine where the 
differences occurred. For all tests the alpha level 0.05 was used. 
Photographic Seriation of Traits Statistical Analysis 
In order to statistically analyze a photographic seriation the midpoint of the series 
was used as a sectioning point. Essentially, in an “ideal” population in which sexual 
dimorphism was so marked and universal as to always be recognizable and accurate, all 
the crania above the midpoint would be female and all those below would be male. There 
would be no overlap between the sexes and no outliers, such as “masculinized” females 
or “feminized” male. In reality, there may be considerable overlap between males and 
females depending upon the population and the methods used to analyze the crania. Thus, 
in this case, the sectioning point serves to separate out females which are larger than at 
least half of the total population and males that are smaller than at least half of the total 
population. The difference between the male and the female groups were then calculated.  
This method was also used to compare age groups in order to determine if, on 
average, older females were larger or “more masculine” than younger females. To do 
this, the midpoint of the sample was also used as a sectioning point of sorts. If the theory 
of postmenopausal masculinization in female crania were found to be true, it would be 
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expected that a higher percentage of females over 50 (the average age of menopause in 
the United States) would be found in the lower half of the sample, as this would 
correspond to larger, more rugged features, than would be found above the midpoint. 
Once the percentage above and below the midpoint was determined for all female and 
male groups, the difference between the two values was calculated.  
 The next step was to determine if these differences were statistically significant. 
To accomplish this, z-tests for proportions-dependent groups were performed using the 
Stats Calculator at: (https://www.mccallum-layton.co.uk/tools/statistic-calculators/z-test-
for-proportions-dependent-groups-calculator/#z-test-for-proportions-dependent-groups-
calculator). The confidence interval for all analyses was set at 95%. 
Metric Measurement Statistical Analysis 
         In addition to using Fordisc 3.1 to generate sex estimations, the measurements 
gathered were used to compare groups within the total sample. The Black female group 
was compared to the White female group, the four age groups (20-39, 40-59, 60-79, 80+) 
were compared to one another, the age groups were split into White and Black groups 
and compared to each other, and the incorrectly sexed samples were compared to the 
correctly sexed samples for the analyses run using the FDB, the “Shape” function, and 
the Howell’s data bank. For each comparison, a t test, z test, or Anova was used to 
determine if differences in the means were statistically significant. In the case of Anovas, 
if the results indicated that the means were not equal, the groups were each compared to 
each other using z or t tests to determine the relationships between groups. In this way it 
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could be determined if there were any size or shape differences that could not be 
attributed to ancestry or age. 
 
RESULTS 
Standards Visual Trait Sex Estimation Results 
Female to Male Comparison: 
 When the average scores of all of the females in the research sample were 
compared to all of the males, the male averages were higher for all five traits (nuchal 
crest, mastoid process, mental eminence, supra-orbital margin, and glabella). The glabella 
was found to have the largest difference in average scores between females and males: 
1.7, next was the left mastoid process with 1.3, then the mental eminence with 1.2, 
followed by the supra-orbital margin with .98, and lastly, the nuchal crest with .78. These 
differences were discovered to be statistically significant in all cases (figure 4). This 
indicates that males are consistently larger than females and that this dimorphism can be 
overserved for all sex-estimation traits. Also, the traits with the largest differences are 
those that are likely the most effective in sex estimation. Figures 5 and 6 show the 
percentages of female or probable female (scores of 1, 1.5 or 2), male or probable male 
(scores of 4, 4.5, or 5), and indeterminate (scores of 3) individuals in the sample. For all 
of the assessments in this research, percentages of those crania scores as 2.5 or 3.5 are not 
listed because those skulls are intermediate between two categorizations, thus the 
percentages will usually not sum to 100%. 
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Figure 4. Females Compared to Males in the Total Research Sample 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Female Sample Visual Sex Estimations 
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Figure 6. Male Sample Visual Sex Estimations 
Black Ancestry to White Ancestry Sample Comparison: 
 In this comparison, all male and female Black individuals were compared to all 
male and female White individuals in the research sample. There were differences 
between the groups for all 5 traits: the largest discrepancy was observed in the mental 
eminence with a difference of .5, next was the glabella with a difference of .4, then the 
left mastoid process with a difference of .25, then the supra-orbital margin with a 
difference of .19, and lastly, the nuchal crest with a difference of .09. The Black sample 
was more robust than then the White for the mental eminence and the left mastoid 
process. The White sample was larger than the Black for the nuchal crest, the left supra-
orbital margin, and the glabella (figure 7). However, not all of these differences were 
statistically significant; only the differences between the left mastoid processes, the 
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glabellas, and the mental eminences exhibited statistically significant differences between 
the groups. Essentially, the White ancestry group is more rugged for the glabella, and the 
Black group is more robust for the left mastoid process and the mental eminence, while 
neither the left supra-orbital margin nor the nuchal crest differed significantly between 
the samples. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the percentages of both the Black and White 
samples which were estimated to be female or probable female, male or probable male, or 
indeterminate.  
When the average scores of the Black females were compared to those of Black 
males, the males were significantly larger for all five traits considered. The largest 
difference was found for the left mastoid process, followed by the glabella, then the 
mental eminence, next the supra-orbital margin, and lastly, the nuchal crest. When the 
average scores of White females were compared to those of White males, the males were 
significantly larger for all five traits considered. The glabella averages showed the largest 
difference, next was the mental eminence, followed by the left mastoid process, then the 
nuchal crest, and lastly the left supra-orbital margin. These comparisons illustrate that the 
traits that anthropologists use to estimate sex from a skull, exhibit different patterns of 
sexual dimorphism depending upon the ancestral make-up of the population being 
analyzed.  
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Figure 7. Black Ancestry Sample Compared to White Ancestry Sample in the Total 
Research Sample 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. Black Ancestry Visual Sex Estimations 
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Figure 9. White Ancestry Visual Sex Estimations 
 
Black Females to White Females Comparison: 
              The comparison of the Black female group to the White female group revealed 
that the largest difference in means between the two was .58, between the mental 
eminence means, next was the mastoid process with a difference of .22, both the glabella 
and nuchal crest means differed by .1, and the supra-orbital margin exhibited the smallest 
difference, with .06. Black females had larger means for the mastoid process, the mental 
eminence, and the nuchal crest, while White females were larger for the glabella and the 
supra-orbital margin. However, only the difference between the groups for the mental 
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eminence proved to be statistically significant (figure 10). See figures 11 and 12 for the 
percentages of females or probable females, males or probable males, or indeterminate 
individuals in each group. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 10. Black Female Sample Compared to the White Female Sample in the 
Total Research Sample 
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Figure 11. Black Female Visual Sex Estimations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 12. White Female Visual Sex Estimations 
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Females 20-39 to Males 20-39 Comparison: 
 The comparison of the females in the 20-39 age group to the males in the 20-39 
age group revealed that the males were larger for all five of the evaluated sex estimation 
traits. Additionally, all of the differences between the means of the two groups were 
found to be statistically significant. The largest difference was observed between the 
means of the groups for the glabella, with a difference of 1.52, followed by the mastoid 
process with a difference of 1.43, then the mental eminence with 1.2, then the supra-
orbital margin with 1, and lastly, with the smallest difference of .67, the nuchal crest 
(figure 13). Figures 14 and 15 show the percentages of female or probable female, male 
or probable male, and indeterminate crania in both groups. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 13. Female 20-39 Sample Compared to Male 20-39 Sample 
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Figure 14. Females 20-39 Visual Sex Estimations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 15. Males 20-39 Visual Sex Estimations 
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Females 40-59 to Males 40-59 Comparison: 
            A comparison of the females 40-59 years of age to the males 40-59 years of age 
revealed that all of the male means for all five of the visual sex estimation traits were 
found to be larger than the female means. Additionally, the differences between the 
groups were all found to be statistically significant. The largest difference in means was 
observed for the glabella, which differed by 1.85 between the groups, next was the 
mastoid process with 1.18, then the mental eminence with 1.16, then the supra-orbital 
margin with .86, and lastly, with the smallest difference, the nuchal crest with .62 (figure 
16). Figures 17 and 18 illustrate the percentages of females or probable females, males or 
probable males, and indeterminate crania for each group. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 16. Female 40-59 Sample Compared to Male 40-59 Sample 
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Figure 17. Females 40-59 Visual Sex Estimations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 18. Males 40-59 Visual Sex Estimations 
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Females 60-79 to Males 60-79 Comparison: 
 The comparison of females 60-79 to males 60-79, revealed that means of the 
males were larger than those of the females for all five of the visual sex estimation traits; 
additionally, all of these differences were found to be statistically significant. The largest 
difference between means was observed for the glabella; there was a difference of 1.56 
between the means, the next largest difference was seen for the mastoid process, which 
exhibited a difference of 1.34, then the mental eminence with a difference of 1.14, then 
the supra-orbital margin with a difference of .94, and lastly, with the smallest difference, 
was the nuchal crest with a difference of .89 (figure 19). Figures 20 and 21 show the 
percentages of each group which were estimated to be female or probable female, male or 
probable male, or indeterminate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 19. Female 60-79 Sample Compared to Male 60-79 Sample 
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Figure 20. Females 60-79 Visual Sex Estimations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 21. Males 60-79 Visual Sex Estimations 
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Females 80+ to Males 80+ Comparison: 
 The comparison of females 80+ to males 80+ revealed that the means of the males 
were larger than the means of the females for all five of the visual sex estimation traits. 
These differences were also all found to be statistically significant. The largest difference 
was observed for the glabella, which exhibited a difference between the male and female 
means of 2, next was the mental eminence with a difference of 1.47, then the supra-
orbital margin and the nuchal crest with differences of 1.35, and lastly, with the smallest 
difference, the mastoid process with a difference of 1.12 (figure 22). Figures 23 and 24 
show the percentages for both groups of crania which were classified as female or 
probable female, male or probable male, and indeterminate. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 22. Female 80+ Sample Compared to Male 80+ Sample 
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Figure 23. Females 80+ Visual Sex Estimations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 24. Males 80+ Visual Sex Estimations 
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Black Females to White Females Comparison by Age Group: 
               The comparison of the Black female 20-39 sample to the White female 20-39 
sample revealed that the Black female group had larger means than the White female 
group for all five of the visual sex estimation traits evaluated. However, the difference 
was only significant for the mental eminence. The comparison of the Black 40-59 
females to the White 40-59 females revealed that the glabella and the supra-orbital 
margin exhibited larger means in the White female sample, while the means of the 
mastoid process, the mental eminence, and the nuchal crest were larger in the Black 
female sample. However, only the difference in means for the mental eminence was 
statistically significant.  A comparison of the means of the Black female 60-79 sample to 
those of the White female 60-79 sample, revealed that the means of the mastoid process, 
the mental eminence, and the nuchal crest were larger in the Black female group, while 
the glabella and the supra-orbital margin means were larger in the White female group. 
However, only the difference for the mental eminence was actually statistically 
significant. The comparison of Black females 80+ years of age to White females 80+ 
years of age revealed that the difference in means between the two groups was larger in 
Black females for the glabella, the mastoid process, the supra-orbital margin, and mental 
eminence, but the nuchal crest mean was larger in the White female group. However, 
none of these comparisons was found to be statistically significant. Figures 25, 26, 27, 
and 28 show the percentages of each group which were classified as female or probable 
female, male or probable male, and indeterminate.  
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Figure 25. Black Females 20-39 Compared to White Females 20-39 Sample 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 26. Black Females 40-59 Compared to White Females 40-59 Sample 
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Figure 27. Black Females 60-79 Compared to White Females 60-79 Sample 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 28. Black Females 80+ Compared to White Females 80+ Sample 
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Females 20-39 to Females 40-59 to Females 60-79 to Females 80+ Comparison: 
 The four age groups assessed were compared to each other to determine if aging 
had an effect on the accuracy of the visual sex estimation method. None of the 
differences in means for the nuchal crest, glabella, the left mastoid process, the left supra-
orbital margin, or the mental eminence were found to be statistically different between 
any of the age groups (figure 29). This would suggest that the differences between age 
groups are, on average, too minor to correlate to observable morphologic differences 
between the samples. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 29. Comparison of Females 20-39 to Females 40-59 to Females 60-79 to 
Females 80+ 
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Black Females 20-39 to Black Females 40-59 to Black Females 60-79 to Black 
Females 80+ Comparison: 
 The Black female sample was also compared against itself by age group, to 
determine if ancestry played a role in the aging process. For the nuchal crest, glabella, the 
left mastoid process, the left supra-orbital margin, and the mental eminence, none of the 
differences in means between the age groups was found to be statistically significant 
(figure 30). The examination of the Black ancestry subset of the female sample did not 
fare any differently than the examination of the total female sample. 
 
Figure 30. Comparison of Black Females 20-39 to Black Females 40-59 to Black 
Females 60-79 to Black Females 80+ 
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White Females 20-39 to White Females 40-59 to White Females 60-79 to White 
Females 80+ Comparison: 
The comparison of the White ancestry subset of the total female sample achieved 
the same results as the Black female sample- none of the differences in means between 
the age groups for the nuchal crest, glabella, the left mastoid process, the left supra-
orbital margin, or the mental eminence were found to be statistically significant (figure 
31). This would indicate that the differences between the age groups are insignificant 
when utilizing the visual sex assessment method. 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 31. Comparison of White Females 20-39 to White Females 40-59 to White 
Females 60-79 to White Females 80+ 
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Indeterminate Females to Correctly Sexed Females Comparison: 
The indeterminate female sample was discovered to consist of 75% crania of 
Black ancestry and 25% crania of White ancestry. The age group distribution was found 
to consist of 37.5% crania in the 20-39 age group, 25% in the 40-59 age group, and 
37.7% in the 60-79 age group. None of the 80+ sample was classified as “indeterminate”. 
The comparison of the indeterminate female sample to the correctly sexed female sample 
revealed that the indeterminate group had larger means for all five of the visual 
assessment traits. However, only the differences in means for the mastoid process, the 
supra-orbital margin, and the mental eminence were found to be statistically significant. 
The largest difference, of 1.17 was seen in the mastoid process, next was the supra-orbital 
margin with .92, then the mental eminence with .81, then the nuchal crest with .4, and 
lastly, the glabella, with a difference of .34 (figure 32). Figures 33 and 34 show the 
percentages of female or probable female, male or probable male, and indeterminate 
crania classifications in both groups. 
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Figure 32. Indeterminate Females Compared to Correctly Identified Female Sample 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 33. Indeterminate Females Visual Sex Estimations 
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Figure 34. Correctly Identified Females Visual Sex Estimations 
 
Misidentified Females to Correctly Identified Females Comparison: 
 Of the female individuals who were misidentified as male, 92.3% were of Black 
ancestry and 7.7% were of White ancestry. The age group distribution of the 
misidentified female sample was found to consist of: 61.5% 20-39 in the age group, 
15.4% in the 40-59 age group, 15.4% in the 60-79 age group, and 7.7% in the 80+ age 
group. The misidentified female sample comparison to the correctly identified female 
sample revealed that the means of the misidentified female sample were larger for all five 
of the visual sex estimation traits. However, only the differences between the means of 
the mastoid process, the supra-orbital margin, and the mental eminence were found to be 
statistically significant. The largest difference in means, 1.05, was observed for the 
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mastoid process, next was the mental eminence with a difference of .89, then the supra-
orbital margin with .69, followed by the nuchal crest with .51, and lastly the glabella, 
with a difference of .48 (figure 35). See figures 34 and 36 for the percentages of female 
or probable female, male or probable male, and indeterminate cranial classification for 
the correctly identified and misidentified female sample. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35. Misidentified Females Compared to Correctly Identified Female Sample 
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Figure 36. Misidentified Females Visual Sex Estimations 
 
Females with Possible HFI Compared to Females with no HFI: 
              The sample of females with possible HFI was discovered to be fairly evenly split 
between Black and White ancestry groups: 52.1% were Black and 47.9% were White. 
The age distribution of those affected by HFI was as follows: 12.5% were in the 20-39 
age cohort, 33.3% were between the ages of 40 and 59, 37.5% were in the 60-79 age 
group, and 16.7% were 80+ years of age. The comparison of the females with possible 
HFI to the female portion of the research sample which did not exhibit the condition, 
showed that the difference in means of the mastoid process, the supra-orbital margin, and 
the nuchal crest were larger in the HFI sample, while the difference in means for the 
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mental eminence was larger in the unaffected sample (figure 37). The means of the HFI 
and unaffected samples for the glabella were exactly equal. However, none of these 
differences were found to be statistically significant.  Figures 38 and 39 show the 
percentages of female or probable female, male or probable male, and indeterminate 
crania for both sample groups assessed. 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 37. Females with Possible HFI Compared to Females with no HFI 
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Figure 38. Females with Possible HFI Visual Sex Estimations 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 39. Females with No Possible HFI Visual Sex Estimations 
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Females with Possible HFI Compared to the Misidentified Female Sample: 
 The comparison of females with possible HFI to the Misidentified female sample 
showed that the means of the misidentified group were larger for all five of the visual sex 
estimation traits. However, statistical significance was determined for only the mastoid 
process, the glabella, and the nuchal crest (figure 40). See figures 38 and 36 for the 
percentages of female or probable female, male or probable male, and indeterminate 
crania in both samples. This comparison illustrates that the presence of HFI does not 
appear to correlate to excess bone growth near any of the five traits used to estimate sex 
from a skull, thus indicating that HFI likely does not play a role in any process of skeletal 
cranial masculinization. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 40. Females with Possible HFI Compared to the Misidentified Female 
Sample 
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Photographic Seriation Sex Estimation Results 
In order to compare the male and female crania which were seriated in 
photographs, for each group assessed, the midpoint of the seriations was used as a 
sectioning point. In an idealized population the females would all be above the sectioning 
point and the males would all be below, however because sexual dimorphism is not a 
binary concept, some males will have traits that are usually associated with females and 
vice a versa. The total male and female sample, including both Black and White ancestry 
groups, was evaluated for four of the visual sex estimation traits listed in Standards (the 
mastoid process, the mental eminence, the glabella, and the nuchal crest; the supraorbital 
margin could not be evaluated photographically as it needs to be palpated), as were the 
Black ancestry group, the White ancestry group, the “indeterminate” group, and the 
“misidentified” group. These groups were individually examined to determine the 
percentage of females below the midpoint and the percentage of males above the 
midpoint. Appendices B1-B4 give truncated versions of the photographic seriation of the 
total sample; for each trait every tenth photo was used in its original order. 
For the glabella, the total percentage of males above the midpoint was 9.4% and 
the percentage of females below the midpoint was 10.5%. The percentage of males above 
the midpoint for the Black ancestry group was 11.1% and the percentage of females 
below the midpoint was 11.6%. The percentage of males above the midpoint for the 
White ancestry group was 9.3%, and the percentage of females below the midpoint was 
7.2%. The indeterminate group’s data revealed that 67.7% of males were above the 
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midpoint, and that 3.3% of the females were below the midpoint. The misidentified group 
consisted of 25.6% of males above the midpoint, and 12.8% of females below the 
midpoint. However, none of the differences were statistically significant.  
For the mastoid process, the total percentage of males above the midpoint was 
found to be 16.2% and the percentage of females below the midpoint was found to be 
16.7%. The Black ancestry sample showed that 16.7% of males were above the midpoint 
and 16.2% of the females were below the midpoint. The assessment of the White ancestry 
sample revealed that 15.7% of the males were placed above the midpoint and 18.3% of 
the females were placed below the midpoint. The indeterminate group had 30% of males 
above the midpoint and 13.3% of females were below the midpoint. The misidentified 
group consisted of 33.3% of males placed above the midpoint and 23.1% of the females 
were placed below the midpoint. None of the differences in distribution of the males and 
females were found to be statistically significant for any of the comparisons. 
The total sample evaluated for the mental eminence, showed that 18.1% of the 
males were placed above the midpoint and 17% of females were placed below the 
midpoint. The Black ancestry group had 20.2% of males above the midpoint, and 20.2% 
of females were found to be below the midpoint. The analysis also showed that 16.3% of 
the males in the White ancestry group were found to be above the midpoint, and 15.2% of 
females were found to be below the midpoint. For the indeterminate group, 33.3% of the 
males were above the midpoint and 13.3% of the females were below the midpoint. The 
misidentified group revealed that 25% of the males were placed above the midpoint, 
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while 19.4% of the females were placed below the midpoint. The statistical analysis 
determined, however, that none of the differences between the male and female groups 
were statistically significant.  
The total sample group, when assessed for the nuchal crest, revealed that 18.2% 
of males were placed above the midpoint and 18.9% of the females were placed below 
the midpoint. The Black ancestry sample had 19.6% of males above the midpoint and 
20.1% of females were below the midpoint. The White ancestry group consisted of 
16.1% of males placed above the midpoint and 17.7% of females were placed below the 
midpoint. The indeterminate group was found to have 26.7% of males above the 
midpoint, while 10% of the females were found to be below the midpoint. The 
misidentified group had a similar distribution; 25.6% of the males were found to be 
above the midpoint, and 12.8% of females were found to be below the midpoint. 
However, the statistical analysis revealed no significant differences between the males 
and females in any of the assessed groups. 
 The next photographic seriation analysis examined only the female population in 
order to determine whether there were age related differences in the four aforementioned 
visual sex estimation traits. The percentage of females 50 years of age or older above the 
midpoint was compared to the number of women 50 years of age or over below the 
midpoint. The female group was analyzed as a whole- Black and White females were 
considered as part of the same sample, and each ancestry group was also analyzed 
separately.  
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 The total female sample was seriated by the size and shape of the glabella and it 
was revealed that 18% of females 50 or over were placed above the midpoint and 33.5% 
of females 50 or over were placed below the midpoint. When analyzed separately, the 
Black female group had 16.3% of age 50 or over females above the midpoint and 25.5% 
below the midpoint. The White female group had 23.2% of this age group above the 
midpoint and 36.4% below the midpoint. The statistical analyses revealed that difference 
in percentage between those above and those below the midpoint was only significant for 
the total female sample group.  
 The total female sample for the mastoid process revealed that 25.3% of females 
50 or over were placed above the midpoint while 26.8% were placed below the midpoint. 
For the Black female group, 7.3% were above the midpoint, and 25% were below. The 
White ancestry group consisted of 29.4% females 50 or over above the midpoint and 
30.4% below the midpoint. Of the three groups, only the differences between the 
percentages in the Black ancestry group were found to be significantly significant. 
 The total female sample assessed for the mental eminence showed that 30.8% of 
the females age 50 or over were placed above the midpoint, while 17% were placed 
below. The Black ancestry group had 25.8% of the 50 or over sample above the midpoint 
and 17.5% below. The White ancestry group exhibited 34.1% of the 50 or over sample 
above the midpoint, while only 18.8% fell below. In this case, the distributions of the 50 
or over age groups of both the total sample group and the White ancestry group were 
found to be statistically significant. 
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 Assessments for the nuchal crest in the total female sample revealed that 23.9% of 
the age 50 or over cohort were placed above the midpoint, while 27.9% fell below the 
midpoint. The Black ancestry assessment showed that 22.2% of the 50 or over age group 
were found above the midpoint and 21.2% were found below. The White ancestry group 
had 25.5% of the 50 or over group above the midpoint and 34.7% below. The statistical 
analysis revealed that none of the 50 or over age comparisons were statistically 
significant for any of the three samples. 
 Like the female sample assessments, the male population was also examined as a 
total group (both Black and White ancestry groups assessed together) and as a Black 
ancestry group and a White ancestry group. These population samples were also broken 
down into four of the visual sex estimation method traits: the glabella, the mastoid 
process, the mental eminence, and the nuchal crest. The aim was to determine what 
percentages of the 50 or over age group were above or below the midpoint so that the 
results of the female sample could be compared to any age differences observed in the 
male portion of the population.  
 The total male sample, when assessed for the glabella, was found to be made up 
of 23.1% of the male sample age 50 or over above the midpoint and 30.7% of the 50 or 
over sample below the midpoint. The Black ancestry sample consisted of 21% of the 50 
or over group being placed above the midpoint, while 28% fell below. The White 
ancestry group had 28.4% of this group placed above the midpoint and 30.5% below the 
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midpoint. When the data were analyzed statistically, none of the comparisons for any of 
the three groups was found to be statistically significant. 
 The mastoid process assessment in the total male sample revealed that 29.4% of 
the over 50 age group was placed above the midpoint while 25.4% of the cohort fell 
below the midpoint. The Black ancestry group was split into 27.5% of the 50 or over age 
group above the midpoint and 22.5% below the midpoint. For the White ancestry group, 
29.5% of the 50 or older age cohort fell above the midpoint and 30.5% fell below. None 
of the comparisons in any of the three groups was found to be statistically significant 
when further analyzed. 
 The results for the mental eminence analysis using the total male sample showed 
that 30.4% of the 50 or over age group was placed above the midpoint and 23.2% were 
placed below the midpoint. The same assessment conducted only on the Black ancestry 
sample, found that 27.7% of the 50 or older group was placed above the midpoint; 21.8% 
were placed below. The White ancestry sample exhibited similar results: 32.3% of the 
age 50 or older cohort was found to be above the midpoint, while 25.8% were found 
below the midpoint. However, none of the comparisons in any of the three samples being 
assessed were found to reach the level of statistical significance.  
 When the total male sample for the nuchal crest was examined, it was found that 
26.4% of the 50 or over cohort were placed above the midpoint, and 26.9% were found 
below. The same assessment using only the Black ancestry segment of the male 
population revealed that 24% of the 50 or over age group were above the midpoint, while 
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25% were below the midpoint. The examination of the White ancestry sample showed 
that 30.1% of the 50 or over group was found above the midpoint, while 31.2% was 
found below. As with the other traits, none of the comparisons for any of the three groups 
was found to be statistically significant. 
 
Metric Measurements Sex Estimation Results 
The Fordisc 3.1 results from a subset of the research sample analyzed metrically, 
were compared to the visual sex estimation results. Those female crania which were 
assessed as male or indeterminate using the visual method were compared to the sex 
estimates generated by FORDISC 3.1. Of the thirteen female crania misclassified as male 
using the visual method, Fordisc 3.1 using the FDB misidentified four as male, two were 
classed as too dissimilar to all groups, and the remainder was estimated to be female but 
three of these were assigned to the wrong ancestry group. Using the “Shape” option 
produced slightly  better results: only three crania were misidentified as male, the same 
two crania were determined to be too dissimilar to all groups, and the remainder were 
correctly classified as female, but again, three were assigned to the incorrect ancestry 
group. When the Howell’s data base was used, nine crania were misclassified as male and 
only five were assigned to the correct ancestry group (table 2). 
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Table 2. Females Incorrectly Sexed Using the Visual Method Compared to 
Estimations Generated by Fordisc 3.1 
 
Of the eight females classified as indeterminate using the visual method, only one 
was misclassified as male using the FDB in Fordisc 3.1, and one cranium was assigned to 
the wrong ancestry group. Using the “Shape” option, however, two crania were classified 
as male and two were assigned to the wrong ancestry group. Use of the Howell’s data 
base resulted in three crania being classified as male, and three crania being assigned to 
the wrong ancestry group (table 3). Overall, the sex classification rate of Fordisc 3.1 
using the FDB was 91.6% (8.4% were misclassified) and the correct classification rate 
for ancestry was 71.4% (28.6% were classed in an incorrect ancestry group). The 
“Shape” option classified 86.6% of the sample correctly (13.4% were incorrectly 
Specimen Sex, Age, 
and 
Ancestry 
Visual Sex 
Assessment 
FDB 
Assessment 
“Shape” 
Assessment 
Howell’s 
Data 
Assessment 
HTH1297 BF, 40 M AF AF AUSF 
HTH1911 BF, 30-37 M BM BF AINM 
HTH3223 BF, 32 M WF WF WM20s 
HTH1103 BF, 29 M Dissimilar to 
All 
Dissimilar to 
All 
DOGF 
HTH2007 WF, 81 M Dissimilar to 
All 
Dissimilar to 
All 
MORF 
HTH1397 BF, 33 M BF BF BM20s 
HTH2030 BF, 60 M BM BM ZULM 
HTH1367 BF, 72 M BM BM BM 
HTH2015 BF, 27-38 M AF AF AINM 
HTH1969 BF, 24 M BF BF BF20s 
HTH1415 BF, 35 M BF BF BM20s 
HTH1534 BF, 45 M BF BF BM20s 
HTH1042 BF, 30 M BM BM EGYM 
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classified) and the correct classification of ancestry amounted to 69.8% of the sample 
(30.2% were incorrectly classified). The Howell’s data base classified 82.4% of the 
sample correctly (17.6% were incorrectly classified), and 61.3% of the sample were 
assigned to the correct ancestry group (38.7% were incorrectly classified). Appendix C 
includes a table with all of the sex estimations using the Standards visual method and 
Fordisc 3.1 with the FDB, “Shape” function, and the Howell’s data bank for each 
specimen evaluated. 
Table 3. Females Classified as Indeterminate Using the Visual Method 
Compared to Estimations Generated by Fordisc 3.1 
Specimen Sex, Age, 
and 
Ancestry 
Visual Sex 
Assessment 
FDB 
Assessment 
“Shape” 
Assessment 
Howell’s 
Data 
Assessment 
HTH3159 BF, 33 Indeterminate BF BM ZULM 
HTH2942 BF, 39 Indeterminate HF HF BF20s 
HTH2021 WF, 76 Indeterminate WF WF WM20s 
HTH1105 BF, 39 Indeterminate BF BF BF20s 
HTH1846 WF, 53 Indeterminate WF WF WF20s 
HTH0868 WF, 80 Indeterminate BM BF BM20s 
HTH0928 BF, 69 Indeterminate BF BF BF20s 
HTH0315 BF, 40 Indeterminate BF BM ZULF 
 
 All thirty metric measurements taken were also analyzed statistically to determine 
if there were any differences between groups: Black females were compared to White 
females, the age groups (20-39, 40-59, 60-79, and 80+) were compared to each other, the 
age groups were then sorted into Black females of each age group and White females of 
each age group so that ancestry could be eliminated as a factor, and the correctly and 
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incorrectly sexed samples assessed using the FDB, the “Shape” function, and the 
Howell’s data base were compared to one another to determine if there were significant 
differences between those incorrectly classified and those correctly classified.  
Black Females Compared to White Females: 
When the Black group was compared to the White group, several measurements 
were significantly different between the two samples: GOL, ZYB, BNL, BPL, MAB, 
MAL, UFHT, UFBR, NLB, OBH, EKB, DKB, FRC, PAC, MDH, GNI, HMF, TMF, and 
WRB were all larger in the Black female group (measurement abbreviations are defined 
in the “List of Abbreviations” section) . The White female group was larger in XCB and 
FOB, while BBH, AUB, WFB, NLH, OBB, OCC, FOL, GOG, and CDB were not 
significantly different (figures 41, 42, 43, and 44). Overall, the Black female group was 
larger for 63.3% of measurements, the White female group was larger in 6.7% of 
measurements, and there was no significant difference between the groups in 30% of the 
measurements. 
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Figure 41. Anterior View of the Skull with Metric Measurements 
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Figure 42. Inferior View of the Skull with Metric Measurements 
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Figure 43. Lateral View of the Skull with Metric Measurements 
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Figure 44. Lateral and Anterior Views of the Mandible with Metric Measurements 
 
FBD Correctly and Incorrectly Assessed Comparison: 
               The correctly sexed and incorrectly sexed samples assessed using Fordisc 3.1 
and the FDB were compared for the thirty measurements taken on each skull. In all cases 
where there was a significant difference between the groups, the incorrectly sexed group 
was larger: GOL, ZYB, BBH, BNL, BPL, WFB, UFBR, NLB, OBB, EKB, CDB, and 
WRB. Measurements XCB, MAB, MAL, AUB, UFHT, NLH, OBH, DKB, FRC, PAC, 
OCC, FOL, FOB, MDH, GNI, HMF, TMF, and GOG exhibited no significant differences 
between the groups (figures 45, 46, 47, and 48). Overall, the incorrectly sexed group was 
larger for 40% of the measurements and there was no difference between the groups for 
60% of the measurements. 
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Figure 45. Anterior View of the Skull with Metric Measurements 
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Figure 46. Inferior View of the Skull with Metric Measurements 
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Figure 47. Lateral View of the Skull with Metric Measurements 
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Figure 48. Lateral and Anterior Views of the Mandible with Metric Measurements 
 
“Shape” Option Correctly and Incorrectly Assessed Comparison: 
                   The correctly and incorrectly sexed samples assessed with Fordisc 3.1 using 
the “Shape” option were statistically compared, and as with the FDB assessment, the 
incorrectly sexed group was found to be the larger in all comparisons where there was a 
statistically significant difference between the groups. The measurements in which the 
incorrectly sexed group was larger were: ZYB, BNL, NLH, and NLB. The measurements 
GOL, XCB, BBH, BPL, MAB, MAL, AUB, UFHT, WFB, UFBR, OBB, OBH, EKB, 
DKB, FRC, PAC, OCC, FOL, FOB, MDH, GNI, HMF, TMF, GOG, CDB, and WRB 
exhibited no significant difference between the two groups (figures 49, 50, 51, and 52). 
Overall, the incorrectly sexed group was larger for 13.3% of measurements and there 
were no significant differences between groups for 86.7% of the measurements. 
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Figure 49. Anterior View of the Skull with Metric Measurements 
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Figure 50. Inferior View of the Skull with Metric Measurements 
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Figure 51. Lateral View of the Skull with Metric Measurements 
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Figure 52. Lateral and Anterior Views of the Mandible with Metric Measurements 
  
Howell’s Data Base Correctly and Incorrectly Assessed Comparison:  
The statistical analysis of the incorrectly and correctly sexed groups assessed 
using Fordisc 3.1 and the Howell’s data base revealed that for all measurements which 
exhibited significant differences, the incorrectly sexed group was larger: GOL, ZYB, 
BNL, BNL, BPL, MAB, MAL, UFHT, WFB, UFRB, OBB, OBH, EKB, DKB, FRC, 
PAC, MDH, GNI, HMF, TMF, and WRB. The measurements XCB, BBH, AUB, NLH, 
NLB, OCC, FOL, FOB, GOG, and CDB were found to exhibit no statistically significant 
difference between the groups (figures 53, 54, 55, and 56). Overall, the incorrectly sexed 
group was larger in 66.7% of the measurements and the measurements which did not 
exhibit a statistically significant difference between groups made up 33.3% of the sample.  
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Figure 53. Anterior View of the Skull with Metric Measurements 
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Figure 54. Inferior View of the Skull with Metric Measurements 
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Figure 55. Lateral View of the Skull with Metric Measurements  
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Figure 56. Lateral and Anterior Views of the Mandible with Metric Measurements 
  
Age Group Comparisons: 
The metric measurement sample was also divided into four age groups: 20-39, 40-
59, 60-79, and 80+, which were compared to each other to determine if there were any 
observable age-related changes. For most measurements there was no significant 
difference between the groups: XCB, ZYB, BBH, BNL, BPL, MAL, AUB, UFHT, WFB, 
UFBR, NLH, NLB, OBB, OBH, EKB, DKB, FRC, PAC, OCC, FOL, FOB, MDH, GNI, 
HMF, and GOG. The measurements GOL, MAB, TMF, CDB, and WRB were found, 
through Anova testing to exhibit differences in their means. To determine where these 
differences were, t or z tests (depending upon sample sizes) were run for each possible 
combination of two age groups.  
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For GOL, the additional testing revealed no significant difference between the 
means. The t-tests performed on the age groups for the MAB measurement showed that 
the difference lay between the 20-39 and 60-79 age groups (the 20-39 age group was 
larger with an average of 61.68 mm compared to 57.33 mm), the 20-39 and 80+ age 
groups (the 20-39 age group was larger with an average of 61.68 mm compared to 53.36 
mm), and the 40-59 and 80+ age groups (the 40-59 age group was larger with an average 
of 58.88 mm compared to 53.36 mm) The TMF assessment revealed that there were 
differences between the 20-39 and 80+ age groups (the 20-39 age group was larger with 
an average of 11.93 mm compared to 10.68 mm), the 40-59 and 80+ age groups (the 40-
59 age group was larger with an average of 11.73 mm compared to10.68 mm), and the 
60-79 and 80+ age groups (the 60-79 age group was larger with an average of .11.75 mm 
compared to 10.68 mm). The CDB assessments revealed differences between the 20-39 
and 60-79 age groups (the 60-79 age group was larger with an average of 116.88 mm 
compared to 111.63 mm), the 20-39 and 80+ age groups (the 80+ is larger with an 
average of 116.76 mm compared to 111.63), and the 40-59 and 60-79 age groups (the 60-
79 age group is larger with an average of 116.88 mm compared to 114.76 mm). The 
assessments of the WRB measurement reveled that there were differences between the 
20-39 and 80+ age groups (the 20-39 age group is larger with an average of 30.21 mm 
compared to 27.45 mm), the 40-59 and 80+ age groups (the 40-59 age groups with an 
average of 30.53 mm compared to 27.45 mm), and the 60-79 and 80+ age groups (the 60-
79 age group is larger with an average of 29.71 mm compared to 27.45 mm). 
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When the sample was separated by both ancestry and age group, the Black female 
group exhibited only two measurements in which there were statistically differences 
between the age groups: MAB and CDB. The assessments of MAB showed that the only 
age groups which had a significant difference in means were the 20-39 and 60-79 age 
groups (the 20-39 age group was larger with an average of 64.86 mm compared to 62.31 
mm). The CDB measurement revealed three sets of age comparisons with significant 
differences: the 20-39 and 60-79 age groups (the 60-79 age group was larger with an 
average of 117.02 mm compared to 112.87 mm), the 20-39 and 80+ age groups (the 80+ 
group was larger with an average of 122.66 mm compared to112.87 mm), and the 40-59 
and 80+ age groups (the 80+ group was larger with an average of 122.66 mm compared 
to 114.49 mm).  
In the assessment of the White female measurements by age group, six 
measurements were found to show differences between age groups: XCB, BBH, UFBR, 
OBB, TMF, and CDB. For the XCB assessment, the age groups 20-39 and 60-79 (the 60-
79 age group was larger with an average of 140 mm compared to 135.18 mm) and 60-79 
and 80+ (the 60-79 age was larger with an average of 140 mm compared to 135.08 mm) 
were found to have significantly different means. The BBH measurements revealed that 
the 20-39 and 40-59 age groups (the 40-59 age group was larger with an average of 133 
mm compared to 129.17 mm), the 40-59 and 80+ (the 40-59 age groups was larger with 
an average of 133 mm compared to 127.77 mm), and the 60-79 and 80+ age groups (the 
60-79 age group was larger with an average of 131.45 mm compared to 127.77 mm) 
differed from each other. The UFBR measurements were found to differ between the age 
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groups 20-39 and 40-59 (the 40-59 age group was larger with an average of 102.42 mm 
compared to 97.45 mm) and 20-39 and 60-79 (the 60-79 age group was larger with an 
average of 100.81 mm compared to 97.45 mm). OBB measurements indicated that there 
were significantly different means between the 20-39 and 40-59 age groups (the 40-49 
age group was larger with an average of 41.51 mm compared to 38.83 mm). The TMF 
assessment showed that the 40-59 and 80+ (the 40-59 age group was larger with an 
average of 11.21 mm compared to 9.88 mm) and the 60-79 and 80+ age groups (the 60-
79 age group was larger with an average of 11.26 mm compared to 9.88 mm) had 
significantly different means. Lastly, the CDB measurements taken exhibited statistically 
significant differences in means between the age groups 20-39 and 40-59 (the 40-59 age 
group was larger with an average of 113.71 mm compared to 109.13 mm), 20-39 and 60-
79 (the 60-79 age group was larger with an average of 116.67 mm compared to 109.13 
mm), and 20-39 and 80+ (the 80+ group was larger with an average of 114.95 mm 
compared to 109.13 mm). 
Re-Assessment of Metric Measurements: 
In addition to these data analyses of sub-groups within the sample, a re-
assessment was undertaken on twenty-three of the crania which had already been 
measured. These were re-measured for all thirty measurements; and then compared to the 
original measurements. The largest differences between the measures amounted to 
around 4 mm. These measurements were also compared using t tests to determine if the 
original averages of each measurement differed significantly from those of the re-
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measured group; none were found to differ for any measurement, indicating that the 
groups were highly similar. 
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  DISCUSSION 
The results of the visual sex estimation method showed that for every male to 
female comparison, (males to females, Black males to Black females, White males to 
White females, Black females to White Males and Black males to White females) the 
means of the male samples for all five sex estimation traits were larger than those of the 
females. Additionally, these differences were all statistically significant. This illustrates 
that males have, on average, more “masculine” or rugged traits than females regardless of 
ancestry or age group. They tended to be assigned higher scores using the Standards sex 
estimation method than did females, however this does not mean that, on an individual 
level, a female could not be misclassified as male based on the observed physical 
characteristics.  
The ancestry comparisons revealed that when the groups were not separated by 
sex, but only by ancestry, the means of the Black group were larger for the mental 
eminence and mastoid process, while the White group means were larger for the nuchal 
crest, the supra-orbital margin and the glabella. This indicated that there were some 
differences between the two populations. When the Black and White females were 
examined separately, it was found that the Black female group had larger means than the 
White female group for the mastoid process, mental eminence, and the nuchal crest, 
while the White females exhibited larger means for the glabella and supra-orbital margin 
(only the difference between the mental eminence means exhibited statistical 
significance). These comparisons represent the intersection of sex and ancestry. These 
differences should be kept in mind when estimating sex from a cranium, as different traits 
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may be more accurate for different ancestry groups, and variation attributed to sexual 
dimorphism may actually be attributable to ancestry-based variation. 
The female comparison, however, showed that the differences between Black and 
White females are very minor (only the mental eminence differs significantly between the 
groups). This may be partially due to the way in which sex estimation of the cranium is 
undertaken; essentially, males are recognized by the higher development of the five traits, 
whereas females are identified by the absence or lesser degree of this development. Many 
authors, most notably Walker (1995), postulate that the absence of something is more 
difficult to define than its presence; thus, there may be a bias in sex estimation that favors 
male identification. This would mean that female crania were more frequently 
misidentified as males, than were male crania misidentified as female. However, in this 
study, the opposite was found to be true: 13 females were classified as males, while 26 
males were classified as female.  
Age is arguably the most important factor in determining if females undergo a 
morphologically observable process of cranial masculinization after menopause. The 
average age of onset of menopause in the United States is 50, so if there is a difference in 
this group, such as a higher percentage of females misidentified as males, the 40-59 age 
cohort should exhibit an observable difference from the 20-39, age group. When males 
and females were compared by age group, the males were found to have statistically 
larger means than the females for all age group comparisons. When the sexes were 
separated, and Black females were compared to White females, and Black males were 
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compared to White males. The female comparison revealed that for the 20-39 age group, 
the Black females had larger means for all five traits but only the difference in means for 
the mental eminence was statistically significant. For the 40-59 age cohort, the means of 
the glabella and supra-orbital margin were larger in White females, while the Mastoid 
process, the mental eminence, and the nuchal crest had larger means in the Black female 
sample; again, however, only the difference for the mental eminence was statistically 
significant. For the 60-79 age group, the means of the White female sample were larger 
for the glabella and supra-orbital margin, while the Black female sample were larger for 
the mastoid process, the mental eminence, and the nuchal crest, but like the earlier 
groups, only the mental eminence difference in means was significant. For the 80+ age 
group, the Black female sample had larger means for all traits but the nuchal crest, 
however, none of these differences was significant. That the mental eminence continued 
to be the only trait that was found to be statistically significant between the means of the 
groups (excepting the 80+ age group), showed that the difference being observed 
between the samples was likely due to the ancestry-based variance.  
To examine only the age factor, the females (both Black and White ancestry 
groups) were compared by age groups using an Anova analysis to determine if the 
differences in means between the age groups were statistically significant. None of the 
age group comparisons showed statistical significance. To determine if Black or White 
female groups aged in different ways, the two samples were analyzed separately, but 
none of the age group comparisons for either sample exhibited statistical significance. 
These results indicate that the age groups do not differ significantly from each other 
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within either the Black or White female samples. Thus, the effects of the aging process 
on cranial sex estimation traits after adulthood are likely very minor. There is probably 
some variation at the individual level which may be influenced by factors such as muscle 
activity or malnutrition which could cause some growth or loss of mass in these areas. 
However, the visual assessment portion of this research found no evidence to support 
there being a grossly observable process of masculinization in postmenopausal female 
crania.  
The females visually assessed as indeterminate or misclassified as males offer an 
opportunity to examine the age distribution and ancestry grouping of females which are 
visually atypical in some way. The indeterminate group consisted of 8 females whose 
morphology was judged to fall somewhere between the typical male and typical female 
cranial phenotypes. This sample consisted of 75% Black female crania and 25% White 
female crania; the age group distribution was 37.5% in the 20-39 age group, 25% in the 
40-59 age group, and 37.5% in the 60-79 age group. Thus, this distribution does not fit 
the expected pattern for a process of masculinization beginning around the age of 
menopause- more females were classified as indeterminate in the 20-39 and 60-79 age 
groups, than in the 40-59 age group. The comparison of the indeterminate female sample 
to the correctly identified female sample showed that the means for the indeterminate 
group were larger for all five sex estimation traits, and the differences in means for the 
mastoid processes, supra-orbital margin, and the mental eminence were statistically 
significant. These findings suggest that those females visually classified as indeterminate 
actually are observably different from those which are correctly classified. Additionally, 
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the fact that 75% of the sample were in the Black ancestry group may indicate that the 
Black female sample could be more prone to misidentification because the Standards 
method was based on the work of Acsadi and Nemeskeri (1970) which was developed 
using a Caucasian sample. It should also be noted that the entire indeterminate female 
sample is only about 2% of the total sample and that the females who were likely to be 
postmenopausal consisted of only 1.3% of the total sample.  
The misidentified female sample was also composed primarily of Black females: 
92.5% were Black and 7.7% were White. The age distribution of the 13 misidentified 
individuals was: 61.5% in the 20-39 age group, 15.4% were in the 40-59 age group, 
15.4% were in the 60-79 age cohort, and 7.7% were in the 80+ age group. As with the 
indeterminate female group, the misidentified females had larger means for all five visual 
sex estimation traits than did the correctly identified female group. The differences in the 
means of the mastoid process, the mental eminence, and the supra-orbital margin were all 
found to be statistically significant; these were the same traits which exhibited statistical 
significance in the indeterminate female sample. This suggests that these three traits may 
be more important than the glabella or the nuchal crest in the visual assessment of sexual 
differences.  
The possibility that the presence of HFI might be linked to the process of 
postmenopausal masculinization was explored because the onset of HFI is usually 
concurrent with the menopausal period, and because many women with HFI also exhibit 
hormonal imbalances which can be associated with a more masculine appearance. In 
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total, 48 cases of possible HFI were observed in the female sample; 47.9% of these 
occurred in White females and 52.1% occurred in Black females. Not surprisingly, the 
age distribution revealed that the largest number of the cases were concentrated in the 40-
59 age group. When compared to female crania which did not exhibit HFI, none of the 
small differences in the means were statistically significant for any of the five traits 
evaluated. This seems to indicate that the bony growth associated with HFI is localized to 
the endocranial areas of the skull, and despite the changes in hormone levels that often 
accompany this disorder; the sex estimation traits of the cranium are not affected. When 
the HFI group was compared to the indeterminate and misidentified groups, both were 
larger than the HFI group means for all five traits (the indeterminate group had 
significantly larger means for the mastoid process, the supra-orbital margin, and the 
mental eminence; the indeterminate group means were significantly larger for the 
mastoid process, the glabella, and the nuchal crest). This shows that those individuals 
with HFI are likely more similar to the correctly assessed groups than to either the 
indeterminate or misidentified groups. This in turn implies that the crania with HFI are in 
no way more “masculine” than those females which were correctly identified using visual 
methods. 
The photographic seriation analyses in which males and females in the following 
groups: total sample, Black ancestry group, White ancestry group, indeterminate sample, 
and misidentified sample, were compared to determine the percentage of females who 
were placed below the midpoint of the sample and the percentage of males who were 
placed above the midpoint of the sample, revealed that the percentages of both males and 
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females were similar to each other. None of the comparisons for any of the four traits 
evaluated (the supra-orbital margin was not assessed because of the difficulty in 
evaluating the trait photographically) were found to exhibit statistically significant 
differences between the male and female percentages. This shows that the number of 
males and females which were not placed in the corresponding male or female range of 
the population was approximately equal. That is, approximately the same number of 
females are placed below the sample midpoint as the number of males that are placed 
above. Thus, there are no observed biases wherein one sex is misclassified more 
frequently with this method. Instead, the seriation method ignores the sex of the crania 
and places them in size and/or shape order. In this case, each trait was seriated separately, 
the skulls were not seriated using the entire suite of traits, because as this exercise 
illustrates, some crania may have larger, more masculine traits, mixed with smaller, more 
feminine traits. This means that a cranium may be placed lower in a seriation for one trait 
but higher for another. It is important to remember that human variation is not binary; not 
every skull will be composed of all “masculine” or all “feminine” traits. In fact, labeling 
certain phenotypes as more “masculine” or “feminine” is an artificial, albeit sometimes 
useful, construct that uses the typical differences between males and females as a way to 
differentiate the two groups. However, errors can occur when practitioners forget that not 
every individual fits neatly into this paradigm.  
The total female group, the Black female sample, and the White female sample 
were analyzed to determine if there were any differences in the number of females 50 or 
over above and below each sample midpoint. The glabella comparisons revealed that 
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only the total female sample exhibited statistical significance for the difference in 
percentages. For the mastoid process comparisons, the difference in percentages was only 
statistically significant for the Black female sample. The mental eminence comparisons 
revealed that the differences in percentages observed for the total female and White 
female sample were statistically significant. For the nuchal crest, no statistically 
significant differences were found in any of the comparisons. The results for the glabella 
may be explained by the significant difference observed between ancestry groups and this 
may reflect ancestry-based variation rather than a difference in the ageing process. The 
mastoid process comparison of the Black female sample could indicate a difference in the 
aging process for this group. Perhaps there is some continued growth of the mastoid 
process in this population as there are more age 50 or over Black females below the 
midpoint. The differences in the mental eminence for the total female sample could be 
explained by the variance observed between the Black and White females. The 
significant findings in the White female group, however probably reflect the higher rate 
of mandibular resorption in this sample. There were more individuals in the 50 or over 
group above the midpoint than below the midpoint indicating a loss of bone with age. 
The nuchal crest was not found to exhibit statistical significance in any of the female 
comparisons; in fact, other than in male to female comparisons, the nuchal crest was not 
found to be statistically significant in relation to ancestry or age. The total male sample, 
Black sample, and White sample were analyzed in the same way as the female groups but 
none of the comparisons for any of the sex estimation traits was found to be statistically 
significant. This indicates that age is not a major factor in estimating sex for male crania.  
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A portion of the total female research sample was assessed for 30 metric 
measurements and analyzed using the Fordisc 3.1 software program. The indeterminate 
and misclassified female samples from the visual sex estimation method were then 
compared to the results of the Fordisc 3.1 analyses. Eight females were classified as 
indeterminate using the visual method, while Fordisc 3.1 only misclassified one as the 
wrong sex and placed one into the wrong ancestry group using the FDB. Using the 
“shape” option resulted in two incorrect sex classifications and 2 incorrect ancestry 
classifications. The Howell’s data bank misclassified 3 crania as the wrong sex and 3 in 
the incorrect ancestry group. This seems to indicate that the metric method is more 
accurate for sex estimations than the visual method. The fact that the FDB group was 
most accurate means that the research sample is probably closer to modern samples than 
to 19
th
 century samples. Additionally, because the “shape” option was not as accurate as 
the original FDB analysis, this would seem to indicate that size plays a larger role in sex 
differentiation than does shape.  
The 13 female crania misidentified as male using the visual method, were also 
compared to the Fordsic 3.1 results. The FDB analysis only misidentified 4 of these 
individuals, but 2 others were considered to be too dissimilar to the data bank to classify. 
The “shape” option was actually more accurate for this sample, only misidentifying 3 
crania (the same two which were too dissimilar using the FDB were also too dissimilar to 
classify using the “shape” function). Using the Howell’s data resulted in 9 sex 
misclassifications. The fact that the “shape” option was most accurate highlights a 
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possible weakness in the visual sex estimation method- a reliance on physical size. Both 
of these factors should be considered, but shape is probably the more important variable.  
When the means for all of the metric measurements were compared for the Black 
and White ancestry samples, it was found that the Black female group was larger for 
63.3% of measurements, the White female sample was larger for 6.7% of the 
measurements, and 30% of the measurements were not statistically different between the 
two samples. These results show that Black females are larger for many more 
measurements than the White group. However, they were not larger for all measurements 
so, this would indicate that only certain dimensions of the cranium differ in size by 
ancestry. The sample of individuals correctly sexed by Fordisc 3.1, using the FDB, was 
compared to the sample of individuals incorrectly sexed, to determine exactly how these 
groups differ. The incorrectly sexed group was found to be larger in 40% of the 
measurements and the groups were approximately equal for 60% of measurements. The 
same comparison was undertaken for the correctly and incorrectly sexed samples 
assessed using the “Shape” option. The incorrectly sexed group was larger for 13.3% of 
measurements and the groups were approximately equal for 86.7% of measurements. 
When the sample was evaluated using Howell’s data bank, the incorrectly sexed group 
was larger for 66.7% of measurements and 33.3% were approximately equal for both 
groups. For none of these comparisons of any measurement was the correctly sexed 
group larger. It is interesting to note that size is still playing a role in the “Shape” option 
assessment, though to a much smaller degree than for the FDB assessment.  
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The means of all measurements were also compared by age group to determine if 
there were any gains or losses in size with age. Only differences in the measurements 
MAB, TMF, CDB, and WRB were found to be statistically significant. For MAB 
(maxillo-alveolar breadth) the 20-39 age group was significantly larger than the 60-79 
and 80+ age groups, and the 40-59 age group was larger than the 80+. This could be due 
to alveolar resorption in the maxillary dental arcade, which often occurs with age. The 
TMF (left breadth of the mandibular body) was found to be larger in the 20-39, 40-59, 
and 60-79 age groups than the 80+ age groups. This could also be due to resorption in the 
mandibular dental arcade. The CDB (bicondylar breadth) was found to be larger in the 
60-79 age group as compared to the 20-39 age group; the 80+ age group was larger than 
the 20-39 age group, and the 60-79 age group was found to be larger than the 40-59 age 
group. During the course of this research some deformation or lipping of the mandibular 
condyles was observed, particularly in older individuals, and this could perhaps 
contribute to this measurement growing larger with age. However, another study would 
have to be undertaken to prove or disprove this theory. The WRB (left minimum ramus 
breadth) was larger for the 20-39 age group when compared to the 80+ age group, the 40-
59 age group was found to be larger than the 80+ age group, and the 60-79 age group was 
larger than the 80+ age group. Again, this could be due to resorption of the mandibular 
bone. The mandibular rami of elderly people sometimes appear to be very fragile and 
thin; perhaps as tooth-loss causes resorption of the alveolar bone, this bone loss, in turn, 
causes the ramus to become thinner and weaker through disuse because the individual 
can no longer masticate food in the usual fashion. The fact that the measurements which 
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exhibit statistically significant differences between age groups are all located on regions 
of the maxilla or mandible probably has more to do with the changes that occur in the 
dental arcade as the teeth develop, wear, and are lost, than with the aging process itself. 
In other words, the condition of the teeth is the likely cause of these changes; these are 
not necessarily an inherent part of aging. Because the Hamann-Todd collection was 
started in 1912, it would be interesting to determine if a later collection, in which the 
individuals had had access to modern dental care would exhibit similar results.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
This research shows that in this population males are generally larger than 
females, that there are differences in the sample that can be correlated to ancestry, and 
that age has little effect on the traits and measurements used in sex estimation. Though 
ageing does affect the size and/or shape of some regions of the maxilla and the mandible. 
Based on this project, there does not appear to be support for the theory of 
postmenopausal cranial masculinization. Female masculinization, as evidenced by more 
“masculine” traits or larger size does not seem to be observable at or around the average 
age of menopause; in fact, most research suggests that the primary effect of menopause 
on bone is a loss of density through a hormonally-catalyzed shift in the bone remodeling 
cycle which causes bone to be resorbed at a faster rate than it is being amassed. Though 
these studies are usually based on the long bones, vertebrae, or os coxa, it seems a more 
likely prospect that if there are changes in the visual sexual estimation traits of the human 
skull that these changed would be subtractive rather than additive.  
Postmenopausal masculinization is a misnomer because it implies that these 
“masculinized females” gradually become “masculinized” at or after the onset of 
menopause. While there is a small subset of female crania which could be misidentified 
as male using any of the sex estimation methods discussed in this paper, there is no 
reason to believe that these females have not exhibited this cranial morphology since they 
entered adulthood. The same is true of a small subset of males which could be 
misidentified as female; they are no more “feminized” than are the misidentified female 
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crania “masculinized”, they simply represent a gradation on this spectrum of 
morphological variation. The current research bolsters this explanation for so-called 
“masculinized” female crania, but a longitudinal study beginning in early adulthood and 
following participants for their entire life-span would be the ideal way to study this 
theory. However, this is not a practical solution due to the high cost of funding such a 
project, the long time-span of the study, and the commitment level that would be required 
of the participants in such an undertaking. Thus, the study of masculinization of female 
crania using skeletal collections is the best currently available option, though it gives a 
rather punctuated view of the aging process because crania are only able to be studied at 
the age of death. An individual who died at age 53, for example, is forever 53, it cannot 
be known what their skull looked like at age 22 or what it would have looked like had 
they lived to be 89. However, if there were a significant change in female cranial 
appearance at or after menopause, there should have been some observable difference in 
the 40-59 or even the 60-79 age group. Since there was no significant difference between 
the age groups, female crania which exhibit more male characteristics are probably 
populational outliers and should simply be referred to as atypical females, rather than as 
masculinized females. 
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Appendix A Representative Female and Male Crania per Age Group 
Twenty to Thirty Nine Age Group, Female and Male Crania 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 1130 (Black Female, 22) Anterior and Lateral Views 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 2009 (Black Male, 30) Anterior and Lateral Views 
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Forty to Fifty-Nine Age Group, Female and Male Crania 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 119 (White Female, 35-37) Anterior and Lateral Views 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 2743 (Black Male, 38) Anterior and Lateral Views 
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Sixty to Seventy-Nine Age Group, Female and Male Crania 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 1755 (White Female, 73) Anterior and Lateral Views 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 1901(White Male, 69) Anterior and Lateral Views 
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Eighty Plus Age Group, Female and Male Crania 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 1333 (Black Female, 89) Anterior and Lateral Views 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 3002 (White Male, 96) Anterior and Lateral Views 
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Twenty to Thirty-Nine Age Group, Misidentified Female and Male Crania 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 3223 (Black Female, 32) Anterior and Lateral Views 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 2911 (Black Male, 36) Anterior and Lateral Views 
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Forty to Fifty-Nine Age Group, Misidentified Female and Male Crania 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 1297 (Black Female, 40) Anterior and Lateral Views 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 2778 (White Male, 40) Anterior and Lateral Views 
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Sixty to Seventy-Nine Age Group, Misidentified Female and Male Crania 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 1367 (Black Female, 72) Anterior and Lateral Views 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 1239 (White Male, 74) Anterior and Lateral Views 
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Eighty Plus Age Group, Misidentified Female and Male Crania 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 2007 (White Female, 81) Anterior and Lateral Views 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HTH 3258 (White Male, 81) Anterior and Lateral Views 
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Appendix B1 Total Sample Photographic Seriation, Glabella 
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Appendix B2 Total Sample Photographic Seriation, Mastoid Process 
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Appendix B3 Total Sample Photographic Seriation, Mental Eminence 
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Appendix B4 Total Sample Photographic Seriation, Nuchal Crest 
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Appendix C Visual Sex Estimation Compared to Fordisc 3.1 Sex Estimations 
Specimen Sex Ancestry Age Visual 
Sex 
Estimate: 
Fordisc 3.1 
FDB 
Assessment 
Fordisc 3.1 
“Shape” 
Assessment 
Fordisc 3.1 
Howell’s 
Assessment 
HTH3288 Female Black 65 Female HF HF BF20s 
HTH2196 Female Black 38 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH2108 Female Black 26 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH3297 Female Black 59 Female WM HM BM20s 
HTH3357 Female Black 87 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH3111 Female White 38 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH3359 Female White 78 Female WF WM NORF 
HTH3382 Female White 78 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH3032 Female White 89 Female WF Dis to All WF20s 
HTH2939 Female White 25 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH2254 Female White 38 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH2380 Female Black 58 Female JF JF ZULM 
HTH2713 Female White 40 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH2592 Female Black 77 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH2476 Female White 53 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH1925 Female Black 30 Female HF HF NORF 
HTH1708 Female White 93 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH2027 Female White 50 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH2154 Female Black 80 Female AF AF BF20s 
HTH2867 Female Black 70 Female HF HF BF20s 
HTH2857 Female White 31 Female BF BM SANF 
HTH2990 Female White 73 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH1705 Female Black 85 Female BF BF DOGM 
HTH1581 Female White 83 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH1333 Female Black 89 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH1219 Female White 82 Female AF AF SANF 
HTH2884 Female White 29 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH2773 Female Black 64 Female HF HF BF20s 
HTH2520 Female Black 58 Female BF BF SANF 
HTH3352 Female White 54 Female WF Dis to All BERF 
HTH3269 Female Black 42-
43 
Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH3302 Female White 75-
78 
Female JF BF AINF 
HTH3340 Female White 45-
48 
Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH3159 Female Black 33 Indetermi
nate 
BF BM ZULM 
HTH3174 Female Black 60 Female BF BF ZULF 
HTH3088 Female Black 30-
31 
Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH2942 Female Black 39 Indetermi HF HF BF20s 
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nate 
HTH1900 Female White 27 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH2139 Female White 75 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH3080 Female White 73 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH0967 Female Black 87 Female AF BF NORF 
HTH3123 Female White 51 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH3183 Female White 77 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH3099 Female White 42 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH3244 Female White 50 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH3213 Female White 70 Female JF WF ANDM 
HTH2666 Female Black 67 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH2572 Female Black 39 Female AF AF SANM 
HTH2606 Female White 80 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH2039 Female Black 65 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH2404 Female Black 60 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH1739 Female White 33 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH1785 Female Black 32 Female AF AF PERF 
HTH1549 Female White 54 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH1680 Female White 80 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH2121 Female White 85 Female BF BF BUSF 
HTH1279 Female White 39 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH1297 Female Black 40 Male AF AF AUSF 
HTH1938 Female White 79 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH1911 Female Black 30-
37 
Male BM BF AINM 
HTH1551 Female Black 60 Female BF AF DOGM 
HTH1754 Female White 80 Female WF AF WF20s 
HTH2278 Female Black 53 Female BM BM BM20s 
HTH2569 Female Black 51 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH2761 Female Black 46 Female BF BM AUSF 
HTH2845 Female Black 20 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH3223 Female Black 32 Male WF WF WM20s 
HTH1042 Female Black 30 Male BM BM EGYM 
HTH1103 Female Black 29 Male Dis to All Dis to All DOGF 
HTH0773 Female Black 60 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH1122 Female Black 70 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH1157 Female White 25 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH1433 Female White 84 Female WM WM WF20s 
HTH1505 Female White 81 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH1587 Female White 76 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH1752 Female White 48 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH1755 Female White 73 Female VM VM MOKF 
HTH2021 Female White 76 Indetermi
nate 
WF WF WM20s 
HTH2007 Female White 81 Male Dis to All Dis to All MORF 
HTH2199 Female White 37 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH2125 Female White 36 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH2365 Female White 68-
78 
Female WF WF WF20s 
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HTH2515 Female White 58 Female WF WF WM20s 
HTH2860 Female White 46 Female WF WF BERF 
HTH2594 Female Black 66 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH3152 Female Black 49 Female WF WF ZALF 
HTH2924 Female White 56 Female WF WF WM20s 
HTH1912 Female Black 60 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH1988 Female Black 70 Female BF BF EASF 
HTH1753 Female White 80 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH1369 Female White 25 Female WF EF WF20s 
HTH1397 Female Black 33 Male BF BF BM20s 
HTH1294 Female Black 28 Female HF HF BF20s 
HTH1130 Female Black 22 Female JF JF ANDM 
HTH1022 Female Black 33-
46 
Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH0657 Female Black 40 Female BF BF DOGM 
HTH2030 Female Black 60 Male BM BM ZULM 
HTH0751 Female Black 65 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH1105 Female Black 39 Indetermi
nate 
BF BF BF20s 
HTH1214 Female Black 32 Female BF BF BF20s 
HTH1367 Female Black 72 Male BM BM BM20s 
HTH2015 Female Black 27-
38 
Male AF AF AINM 
HTH1720 Female White 60 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH1213 Female Black 22-
32 
Female BF BBF BF20s 
HTH0685 Female Black 45 Female JF BM SANF 
HTH0530 Female Black 45 Female HF HF BF20s 
HTH1969 Female Black 24 Male BF BF BF20s 
HTH1321 Female Black 52 Female WM WF WM20s 
HTH0520 Female Black 45 Female HF HF NORF 
HTH1846 Female White 53 Indetermi
nate 
WF WF WF20s 
HTH2208 Female Black 27 Female WF WF NORF 
HTH1040 Female Black 20 Female BF BF DOGM 
HTH1415 Female Black 35 Male  BF BF BM20s 
HTH0868 Female Black 60 Indetermi
nate 
BM BF BM20s 
HTH0927 Female White 80 Female WF WF WF20s 
HTH0928 Female Black 69 Indetermi
nate 
BF BF BF20s 
HTH1534 Female Black 45 Male BF BF BM20s 
HTH1702 Female Black 53-
71 
Female JF JF DOGM 
HTH0315 Female Black 40 Indetermi
nate 
BF BM ZULF 
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